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Abstract 
When combining languages for symbolic constraints, one is typically faced with the problem 
of how to treat “mixed” constraints. The two main problems are (1) how to define a combined 
solution structure over which these constraints are to be solved, and (2) how to combine the con- 
straint solving methods for pure constraints into one for mixed constraints. The paper introduces 
the notion of a “free amalgamated product” as a possible solution to the first problem. We define 
so-called quasi-free structures (called “strong simply-combinable structures” in a previous pub- 
lication) as a generalization of free structures. For quasi-free structures over disjoint signatures, 
we describe a canonical amalgamation construction that yields the free amalgamated product. 
The combination techniques known from unification theory can be used to combine constraint 
solvers for quasi-free structures over disjoint signatures into a solver for their free amalgamated 
product. In addition to term algebras modulo equational theories (i.e., free algebras), the class 
of quasi-free structures contains many solution structures that are of interest in constraint logic 
programming, such as the algebra of rational trees, feature structures, and domains consisting of 
hereditarily finite (well-founded or non-well-founded) nested sets and lists. 
Keywords: Constraint solving; Unification; Combination; Universal algebra 
1. Introduction 
The integration of constraint solvers (i.e., special decision procedures for restricted 
classes of problems) into general purpose deductive systems aims at a combination 
of the efficiency of the special method with the universality of the general method. 
To achieve this goal, different frameworks for deduction and for programming with 
constraints have been designed (e.g., [l 1,25,23]), and constraint solvers for vari- 
ous constraint languages have been developed (e.g., [14,27,2]). Many applications of 
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constraint-based systems, however, require a combination of more than one constraint 
language, and thus a solver for mixed constraints. 
There has been some research on how to combine constraint solvers for specific con- 
straint languages. As early as 1979, Shostak [39] considered the integration of free (i.e., 
uninterpreted) function symbols into Presburger arithmetic; and in 1981, Stickel [40] 
described an algorithm for AC-unification with free function symbols, whose termina- 
tion was finally shown by Fages [22]. In the area of Constraint Logic Programming, 
mixed constraints are, for example, available in Prolog III [15], where it is possible to 
formulate conditions on lists of rational trees where some nodes can again be lists etc.; 
Mukai [31] combines rational trees and record structures, and a domain that integrates 
rational trees and feature structures has been used in [38]; Rounds [35] introduces 
set-valued feature structures that interweave ordinary feature structures and non-well- 
founded sets, and many other suggestions for integrating sets into logic programming 
exist [19,20]. 
The first more general method for combining decision procedures was proposed 
by Nelson and Oppen [32]. In their framework, it is possible to combine “decision 
procedures for two quantifier-free theories into a single decision procedure for their 
combination”. More precisely, Nelson and Oppen consider validity of (implicitly) uni- 
versally quanti$ed formulae in the union of two theories over disjoint signatures. 
The only other restriction on the theories to be combined is that they are stably- 
in@zite, i.e., a quantifier-free formula is satisfiable in a model of the theory iff it is 
satisfiable in an infinite model of the theory [33]. 
In unification theory, the research on how to combine unification algorithms for equa- 
tional theories over disjoint signatures has also lead to rather general results [37, 10,3]. 
From a logical point of view, one is here interested in validity of existentially quan- 
tzjied positive (equational) formulae in all models of the equational theory (or, equiv- 
alently, in the free algebra defined by the theory). Thus, the difference to Nelson and 
Oppen’s work is, on the one hand, the existential quantifier prefix, which makes the 
combination problem more complicated. On the other hand, Nelson and Oppen al- 
low for negation in their formulae, whereas in unification one considers only positive 
formulae.2 Another difference between the two situations is that for unification, de- 
cidability of the existential positive theory for the single theories is not sufficient to 
obtain decidability of the existential positive theory for their combination. In fact, as 
shown in [3], one needs decidability of unification with linear constant restrictions 
in the single theories. From a logical point of view, this means that the fill positive 
theory must be decidable [3]. 
In the present paper - which simplifies and combines results from [5,6] - we gen- 
eralize the framework for combining decision procedures for unification in equational 
theories in two directions. As in [5], where we consider free structures instead of just 
free algebras, the restriction to equational formulae (i.e., a purely functional signature 
* Note, however, that the combination result of [3] can be generalized to disunification [4]. 
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where the only predicate symbol available is equality) is removed. Thus, we allow for 
relational constraints such as ordering constraints. The more important generalization 
is, however, that we no longer restrict ourselves to free algebras or structures. This 
is motivated by the fact that many solution domains for symbolic constraints (such as 
feature algebras and the algebra of rational trees) are not free. 
In order to capture such solution domains, we introduce the class of quusi$ee 
structures in Section 3. 3 The definition of this class (see Section 3.2) is motivated by 
an “internal” algebraic characterization of free structures given in Section 3.1. In [6], 
quasi-free structures have been called strong SC-structures. The new name is motivated 
by the similarities exhibited in the present paper between free structures and strong SC- 
structures. The algebra of rational trees [27], feature structures [2,38], but also domains 
over hereditarily finite (well-founded or non-well-founded) nested sets and lists turn out 
to be quasi-free structures. The main difference between free structures (treated in [5]) 
and quasi-free structures is that free structures are generated by a (countably infinite) 
set of (free) generators, whereas this need not be the case for quasi-free structures 
(e.g., an infinite rational tree is not generated - in the algebraic sense - by its leaf 
nodes). Quasi-free structures turn out to have nice algebraic and logical properties, and 
some useful results in these directions will be collected in Sections 3.3 and Section 3.4. 
respectively. 
Given two constraint languages with quasi-free structures as solution domains, it is 
not a priori clear how to define the combined solution structure over which the mixed 
constraints are to be solved. This is a new problem, which does not occur in the free 
case, where the solution structures are defined by logical theories. For example. in 
unification modulo equational theories El, El, the single solution structures are the free 
algebras ~(ZI,X)/=~, and Y(Z,,X)/ZE2 for El and El. Thus, the obvious candidate 
for the combined structure is .Y(Cl U .ZZ,X)/~~, ,,El, the free algebra for the union 
El U El of the theories. 
Section 4 treats, within an algebraic framework, the problem of how to combine 
quasi-free structures. In the first subsection (Section 4.1) we introduce the abstract 
notion of a “free amalgamated product” of two arbitrary structures. Whenever the 
free amalgamated product of two given structures LX!, and c&~ exists, it is unique up 
to isomorphism, and it is the “most general” structure among all structures that are 
considered as an admissible combination of &t and ~9’1. For the case of free algebras 
Y(Zt ,X)lEE, and r(C2,X)/=E2, the free amalgamated product yields the combined 
free algebra ,F(Ct U C2,X)/=E,UEz (see Section 4.2). This indicates that it makes sense 
to propose the free amalgamated product of two solution structures as an adequate 
combined solution structure. 
In Section 4.3, we introduce an explicit amalgamation construction that, given two 
quasi-free structures _QZI and ~$2 over disjoint signatures Cl and CZ, yields a (1, U C,)- 
3 It should be noted that the notion of a quasi-free structure is closely related to the concept of a “unification 
algebra” [36], and to the notion of an “instantiation system” [43]. 
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structure &I@ &. 4 We show that &i @J& is in fact the free amalgamated product of 
the two components. As a Ci-strttcture, ~~21 @J& is isomorphic to &i::. Consequently, 
pure Xi-constraints are solvable in di iff they are solvable in LzZ~@ dz (i = 1,2). 
Another interesting property of the free amalgamated product ,.&I @J&Z of two quasi- 
free structures is that it is again a quasi-free structure. For this reason, the amalgamation 
construction can be used to combine any finite number of quasi-free structures over 
disjoint signatures. Since free amalgamation of quasi-free structures can be shown to 
be associative and commutative, the order in which the amalgamation construction is 
applied is irrelevant. 
In Section 5, we show that the decomposition method introduced in [3,5] can be used 
to combine constraint solvers for two arbitrary quasi-free structures &‘I and & over 
disjoint signatures into a solver for &i @ ~~22. To be more precise, we first show (in 
Section 5.1) that the scheme reduces the problem of deciding validity of existential 
positive sentences in the combined solution structure to validity of (not necessarily 
existential) positive sentences in the component structures. Thus, decidability of the 
existential positive theory of ~~21 %I _& is reduced to decidability of the positive theories 
of the quasi-free structures ~~21 and d 2. It should be noted that the proof of this 
combination result heavily depends on the explicit construction of the free amalgamated 
product described in Section 4.3. 
In Section 5.2, it is shown that the combination method can also treat general positive 
sentences. Thus, in this subsection, decidability of the full positive theory of cc4@@ 
is reduced to decidability of the positive theories of LZZ and g. The proof of this result 
depends on the fact that the amalgamation construction is associative. As a consequence 
of this general combination result, we can deduce that validity of positive sentences is 
decidable in domains that interweave (finite or rational) trees with feature structures 
and hereditarily finite (well-founded or non-well-founded) sets and lists. 
2. Formal preliminaries 
A signature Z consists of a set ZF of function symbols and a set ZP of predicate 
symbols, each of fixed arity. We assume that equality “=” is a logical constant that 
does not occur in Cp, and which is always interpreted as the identity relation. Z,V- 
terms are composed using the function symbols of Z,V and variables from a countably 
infinite set I”. An atomic Z-formula is an equation s = t between z,V-terms s, t, or a 
relational formula p[q, . . . , s,] where p is a predicate symbol in Zp of arity m and 
sl,. . . ,s, are ZF-terms. A positive C-matrix is any C-formula obtained from atomic C- 
formulae using conjunction and disjunction only. A positive Z-formula is obtained from 
a positive C-matrix by adding an arbitrary quantifier prefix, and an existential positive 
Z-formula is a positive formula where the prefix consists of existential quantifiers 
41t should be noted that the description of the construction presented here is simpler than the one given 
in [6], and it allows for much shorter proofs. 
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only. Sentences are formulae without free variables. The notation t(ur,. , v,) (resp. 
cp(“l,. . .3 u,)) indicates that the set of all (free) variables of the term t (of the formula 
cp) forms a subset of {VI,. . .,u,}. Letters u,u,. . . denote variables, and expressions 
u, u, . . . denote finite, possibly empty sequences of variables. 
A C-structure dz has a non-empty carrier set A, and it interprets each f E C,C of 
arity n as an n-ary (total) function fd on A, and each p E Cp of arity m as an m-ary 
relation p.d on A. Whenever we use a roman letter like A and an expression .c4’ in 
the same context, the former symbol denotes the carrier set of the C-structure denoted 
by the latter expression. Sometimes we will consider several signatures simultaneously. 
If A is a subset of the signature C, then any C-structure ,d’ can be considered as a 
A-structure (called the A-reduct of l;s’) by just forgetting about the interpretation of 
the additional symbols. In this situation, .d” denotes the A-reduct of d’. 
If .zZ’ is a C-structure, every assignment v: V + A has a unique extension to an 
evaluation ? that maps each Z-term t = t(q). . . , u,) to an element i;(t) E A. An element 
a E A is generated by the subset A0 of A if there exists a C-term t = t(q, . , v,) and 
an assignment v : V --+ A such that T(t) = a and v(Ui) E A0 for i = 1,. . , n. The subset 
Al of A is generated by A0 CA if every element a E Al is generated by Ao. 
We write .d’ + ~(~21,. . . ,a,) to express that the formula cp(t’t,... ,u,,) is valid in 
.c9’ under the evaluation that maps zli to ai E A (1 <i <n). Expressions a denote finite 
(possibly empty) sequences at,. . ,ak of elements of A. In order to simplify notation 
we will sometimes use a also to denote the set {al,. . . ,ak}. 
A C-homomorphism between two structures dz and .%’ (sometimes called homo- 
morphic embedding 5 of &” into 93’ in the following) is a mapping h : A + B such that 
4f!4Ul,. . . > a,>) = .Mh(al),...,h(an)h 
p.dal,. ., anI * paWal 1,. . . > h(dl 
for all f E C,C, p E .Xp, and at,. . . , a, E A. Letters h, g, . . denote homomorphisms, and 
Hom,fl_, denotes the set of all C-homomorphisms between d’ and G?‘. In order to 
increase readability and not to run out of letters, we will often use expressions of the 
form h,._--8 to denote an element of Horns_,. A Z-endomorphism of d4” is a homo- 
morphism h’ : dz + d’. With Ends we denote the monoid of all endomorphisms of 
the C-structure .d”, with composition as operation. For a set A, we denote the identity 
mapping on A by ZdA. If A is the carrier of a C-structure &“, then IdA is the unit of 
the monoid End.>. 
A C-isomorphism is a bijective C-homomorphism h : d’ + 28’ such that 
~.&[a] > . ,a,1 ej pdh(w 1,. . . , h(an )I> 
for all p E Cp, and all at,. . . ,a, E A. Equivalently, one can require that the inverse 
mapping h-’ is also homomorphic. 
5 Note that we allow arbitrary homomorphisms as homomorphic embeddings, i.e., the “embeddings” need 
not be injective. 
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Obviously, validity of arbitrary formulae is preserved under isomorphisms. There 
is a less trivial connection between surjective homomorphisms and positive formulae, 
which will become important in the proof of correctness of our method for combining 
constraint solvers (see [29, pp. 143, 1441 for a proof). 
Lemma 2.1. Let h : 22’ -+ 39’ be a surjective homomorphism between the Z-structures 
d” and &@, I&V,, . . . , v, > be a positive C-formula, and al,. . . , a,,, be elements of A. 
Then .& + cp(al ,.. . ,a,) implies 59’ k cp(h(al),. . . ,h(a,)). 
Since validity of existential formulae is preserved when going to a superstructure 
(see, e.g., [28, pp. 131]), the following weaker version of Lemma 2.1 holds for arbitrary 
homomorphisms. 
Lemma 2.2. Let h : dz + .B’” be a homomorphism between the C-structures ~2’ and 
gz, dv1 , . . . , v,> be an existential positive C-formula, and al,. . . ,a,,, be elements 
of A. Then ~4’ /= cp(al , . . . ,a,) implies 9?z + cp(h(al),. . ., h(a,)). 
Given a signature Z‘, “constraints” are usually introduced as C-formulae (of a par- 
ticular syntactic type) cp(ui , . . . , v,) with free variables. The constraint &vi,. . . , v,) is 
solvable in the structure dZ iff there are al,. . ,a, E A such that d” k cp(al,. . . ,a,). 
Thus solvability of q in JZZ~ and validity of the sentence 3 vi . . .3v, cp(ul, . . , , II,) 
in dZ are equivalent. In this paper we shall always use the second point of view. 
As constraints we consider existential positive and positive sentences. We are mainly 
interested in solving “mixed” constraints. This means that we consider two different 
signatures Ci and .&, with fixed solution structures P.#f’ and a?. A mixed constraint 
is a positive (or existential positive) (Cl u &)-sentence, which must be solved in an 
appropriately defined (Cl U &)-structure, the combined solution structure. 
If g : A + B and h : B -+ C are mappings, then g o h : A + C denotes their composition. 
Note that g oh means that g is applied first, and then h. Let gi : A -+ C and g2 : B + D 
be two mappings. We say that gi and g2 coincide on E CAnB iff gi(e)=gz(e) for 
all e E E. The symbol “6Y’ denotes disjoint union of sets. 
3. Free structures and quasi-free structures 
The algebraic theory of free structures is very similar to the one for free algebras, 
though considerably less well known. In the first subsection, we will briefly recall some 
definitions and results for free structures (see [28,13,42] for more information). The 
usual definition of free structures is external in the sense that it refers to a whole 
class of structures. In the present context (i.e., combination of structures and constraint 
solvers), a characterization of free structures in terms of their internal algebraic struc- 
ture turns out to be more appropriate. An internal characterization of free structures 
over countably infinite sets of generators will be used as starting point for the definition 
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of quasi-free structures in the second subsection. In Sections 3.3 and 3.4, we derive 
useful algebraic and logical properties of quasi-free structures. 
3.1. Free structures 
We start with the usual external characterization of free structures. 
Definition 3.1. Let % be a class of C-structures, let dZ E .X and let X be a subset 
of A. Then d’ is called free in ~47 over X iff dZ is generated by X and if every 
mapping from X into the carrier of a structure Br E ,K can be extended to a 
C-homomorphism of dZ into BZ. 6 
If .d” and Bsz are free in the same class .%C, and if their sets of generators have the 
same cardinality, then 1;4’ and BE are isomorphic. As shown by the next theorem, it is 
not really necessary to allow for arbitrary classes of C-structures in the definition of free 
structures. One can restrict the attention to varieties, or to the singleton class consisting 
of the free structure. As for the case of algebras, C-varieties are defined as classes of C- 
structures that are closed under direct products, substructures, and homomorphic images. 
Theorem 3.2. Let ~2’ be a Z-structure that is generated by X. Then the following 
conditions are equivalent: 
1. &r is free over X in some class S” of C-structures. 
2. dz is free over X in some C-variety. 
3. .dZ is free over X in {x2”}. 
The only non-trivial part of the proof, namely “1 ---f 2”, follows from the fact that an 
algebra that is free in a class z~C is also free in the variety generated by %C, i.e., the 
closure of ZC under building direct products, substructures, and homomorphic images 
(see [28, 131 for details). 
The third condition of the theorem gives a characterization of free structures that is 
independent of any other structure. This motivates the next definition. 
Definition 3.3. A C-structure Jazz is called,fiee iff it is free over X in {&“} for some 
subset X of A. 
If X is the chosen set of generators of the free structure &r, then we will sometimes 
indicate this by saying that (&r,X) is free. We can now give the promised internal 
characterization of free structures over countably infinite sets of generators. It is a 
simple consequence of known results. 
Theorem 3.4. A C-structure JZI~ is free over the countably injinite set X ifl 
1. d’ is generated by X, 
6 Since s&” is generated by X, this homomorphism is unique 
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2. for every finite subset X0 of X, every mapping ho 1x0 + A can be extended to a 
surjective endomorphism of _zIz. 
Proof. First, assume that d’ is free over X in {&‘}. By definition, this implies 
that X generates d’. To show the second condition, assume that ho :X0 --) A is given. 
Let hl :X\& +X be a bijection (which exists since X is infinite and X0 is finite), 
and let ho lj hl :X + A be the mapping that coincides with ho on X0 and with hl on 
X\&. Since dZ is free over X in {&z}, there exists an extension of ho i, hl to an 
endomorphism h of dZ. Since dz is generated by X, h is surjective. 
Now, assume that dZ and X satisfy the two conditions of the right-hand side of the 
equivalence stated in the theorem. To show that Se’ is free over X in {d”}, assume 
thatho:X+Aisgiven.LetXi&&CXs... be an increasing chain of finite subsets of 
X such that X = Up”= 1 Xi. For i > 1, let hi be the restriction of ho to Xi. By assumption, 
the mappings hi can be extended to surjective endomorphisms Hi of &‘I. 
Let diZ denote the substructure of d” generated by Xi. It is easy to see that 
i<j implies that diZ is a substructure of J$?, and that Hi and Hj coincide on diZ. 
In addition, any element a of A is generated by finitely many generators, and thus 
there exists a least index i(a) such that a E Ai( 
We define the mapping HO from A to A as the “limit” of the homomorphisms Hi; 
more precisely: Ho(a) := Hi(,)(a). It remains to be shown that HO is a homomorphism. 
Thus, let f be an n-ary function symbol, and let al,. . . , a, be elements of A. For 
i:= max{i(ai),...,i(a,)} we have Ho(aj)=Hi(aj) for all j, l<j<n. In addition, since 
fd(%..., a,) is also in A; we have Ho(fd(ul,. . . ,a,)) = Hi(fd(al,. . . ,a,)). Since Hi 
is a homomorphism, we obtain Ho(fd(ul,. . . , a,)) = Hz(fd(ul,. . . , a,)) = fd(Hi(al), 
. . .,fi(an))=f~(H~(al),. . ., Ho(u,)). The homomorphism condition for predicates can 
be proved in the same way. 0 
If one is interested in the question of how free structures can be constructed, the 
characterization via varieties is more appropriate. We have seen in Theorem 3.2 that 
every free structure is free for some variety. Conversely, it can be shown that every 
non-trivial variety contains free structures with sets of generators of arbitrary cardinality 
[28]. The well-known Birkhoff Theorem says that a class of CF-algebras is a variety iff 
it is an equational class, i.e., the class of models of a set of equations. For structures, 
a similar characterization is possible [28]. 
Theorem 3.5. A class V of Z-structures is a Z-variety if, and only if, there exists a 
set G of atomic C-formulae7 such that V is the class of models of G. 
In this situation, we say that V is the C-variety defined by G, and we write 
V=V(G). 
A concrete description of free C-structures can be obtained as follows (see [28,42] 
for more information). Obviously, the CF-reduct of a free Z-structure dz is a free 
’ As usual, open formulae are here considered as implicitly universally quantified 
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CF-algebra, and thus it is (isomorphic to) an E-free ZF-algebra Y(ZF,X)/=, for an 
equational theory E. In particular, the =E -equivalence classes [s] of CF-terms s consti- 
tute the carrier of&r. It remains to be shown how the predicate symbols are interpreted 
on this carrier. Since dZ is free over X, any mapping from X into T(CF,X)/=~ can 
be extended to a C-endomorphism of d ‘. This, together with the definition of homo- 
morphisms of structures, shows that the interpretation of the predicates must be closed 
under substitution, i.e., for all p E C p, all substitutions U, and all terms $1,. . . ,s,, if 
P[bll,..., [s,]] holds in dz then p[[slo], . . . , [s,~]] must also hold in d’. Conversely, 
it is easy to see that any extension of the CF-algebra Y(CF,X)/=, to a C-structure 
that satisfies this property is a free C-structure over X. 
Example 3.6. Let Z,Q be an arbitrary set of function symbols, and assume that Cp 
consists of a single binary predicate symbol 6. Consider the (absolutely free) term 
algebra Y(CF,X). We can extend this algebra to a C-structure by interpreting d 
as the subterm ordering. Another possibility would be to take a reduction ordering 
[ 181 such as the lexicographic path ordering. In both cases, we have closure under 
substitution, which means that we obtain a free C-structure. Constraints involving the 
subterm ordering or reduction orderings are, for example, important in constrained 
rewriting [25]. 
Free structures over countably infinite sets of generators are canonical for the positive 
theory of their variety in the following sense: 
Theorem 3.1. Let dz be free over the countably injinite set X in the C-variety 
V(G), and let 4 be a positive C-formula. Then the following are equivalent: 
1. 4 is valid in all elements of Y(G), i.e., 4 is a logical consequence of the set ef 
atomic formulae G. 
2. C$ is valid in ,d’. 
This theorem explains why it is appropriate to use free structures over countably 
infinite sets of generators as solution structures when solving positive constraints. The 
proof is an easy consequence of Lemma 2.1. 
We close this subsection by introducing one more definition. If (&‘,X) is free in 
a class of C-structures X, then, by definition, dZ E .X. Some authors (see e.g., [30]) 
do not assume J& E X when defining the notion “free for X.” We make use of this 
less restrictive way of defining “free jbr Xx” in the following situation: 
Definition 3.8. Let dZ and 9’ be C-structures, and assume that X &A generates 
,d’. (&“,X) is called free for 6%’ if every mapping X +D has a unique extension to 
a homomorphism hA-D E Horns_,. 
3.2. Quasi-free structures 
In this section, we generalize the definition of free structures, in order to capture 
typical domains for constraint-based reasoning such as the algebra of rational trees. 
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As illustrating and motivating example for the abstract definitions, we will use free 
algebras (i.e., free structures where the relational part CR of the signature is empty). 
In the sequel, let F := Y(ZF, V)/=, be such an algebra (i.e., Y is free over X in the 
variety defined by the equational theory E, where X consists of the =E-equivalence 
classes of variables). 
Consider an element [t] of F, i.e., the =E-equivalence class of a term t. Obviously, 
t contains only finitely many variables ~1,. . . , v,, which shows that [t] is generated by 
the finite subset [vi],. . . , [u,] of X. Thus, the image of [t] under an endomorphism 
of Y is determined by the images of the generators [vi], . . . , [u,]. In particular, two 
endomorphisms of .Y that coincide on [vi], . . . , [v,] also coincide on [t]. 
When looking at non-free structures that are used as solution structures for symbolic 
constraints, one observes that they satisfy algebraic properties that are very similar 
to those of free algebras. For example, consider the algebra of rational trees where 
leaves are labeled by constants or variables. This algebra is not generated by the set of 
variables (since “generated by” talks about a finite process whereas rational trees may 
be infinite). Nevertheless, a rational tree t contains only a finite number of variables 
Vl,..., v,, and two endomorphisms of this algebra that coincide on these variables also 
coincide on t. This means that the variables occurring in rational trees play a role that 
is similar to the role of generators in free algebras, even though they do not generate 
the algebra. This observation motivates the definition of stable hulls and atom sets 
given below. 
Definition 3.9. Let &,,A, be subsets of the C-structure d”. Then Aa stabilizes Al iff 
all elements hi and h2 of Ends that coincide on Aa also coincide on Ai. For A0 CA 
the stable hull of A0 is the set 
SH”(Ao) := {a E A 1 A0 stabilizes {a}}. 
If A0 CA stabilizes a singleton set {a}, we also say that A0 stabilizes a. The following 
two lemmas show that the stable hull of a set A0 has properties that are similar to 
those of the subalgebra generated by A 0. Note, however, that the stable hull can be 
larger than the generated subalgebra (see the example of the algebra of rational trees 
in 3.17). The proofs of the lemmas are easy, and therefore omitted (see [7] for details). 
Lemma 3.10. Let A0 be a subset of the carrier A of z/’ such that SHf(Ao) is non- 
empty. Then SHf(Ao) is the carrier of a C-substructure of Se”, and A0 G SHf(Ao). 
In the sequel, we shall not make a notational distinction between stable hulls and 
the corresponding Z-structures. 
Lemma 3.11. Let Ao,A, be subsets of the Z-structure dz, and let h E Ends. If 
h(Ao) &!S’Hf(A1), then h(SHf(Ao)) &S’H~(Al). 
Definition 3.12. The set X &A is an atom set for SZ?I if every mapping X ----t A can 
be extended to an endomorphism of &I. 
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For the free algebra F generated by X, the set of generators X obviously is an atom 
set, and two subalgebras generated by subsets &Xi of X of the same cardinality are 
isomorphic. The same holds for atom sets and their stable hulls. 
Lemma 3.13. Let X0,X, be non-empty atom sets of ,d” of the same cardinality. Then 
every bijection ho :X0 +X1 can be extended to an isomorphism between SH$(&) and 
SHf(4 ). 
Proof. Let ho :X, -XI be bijective, and let hl :X1 -X0 denote the inverse mapping. 
Since Xa and Xt are atom sets, both mappings can be extended to endomorphisms & 
and xi of dZ. Now (& o Ei ) E End,: is an endomorphism that coincides with ZdA on 
X0. Therefore, it coincides with ZdA on SH$(&). Let gi denote the restriction of $ 
to SH$(Xi) (i=O, 1). Lemma 3.11 shows that 
go : SH$?x,) + sH?(& ), g1 : SHf(&) + SH$(&). 
We have go 0 g1 = Zds,f,,,, which implies that go is injective and gi is surjective. 
Symmetrically, we can show that go is surjective and gi is injective. Thus, go and gr 
are bijective homomorphisms, and gi is the inverse of gr-i (i = 0,l). 3 
We are now ready to introduce the main concept of this article. 
Definition 3.14. A countably infinite C-structure &Ozz is called quasi-free iff .r9’ has an 
infinite atom set X where each a E A is stabilized by a finite subset of X. We denote 
this quasi-free structure by (OeZ,X). 
This definition generalizes the characterization of free structures given in Theo- 
rem 3.4. The countably infinite set of generators is replaced by a countably infinite 
atom set, but we retain some of the properties of generators. In the free case, every 
element of the structure is generated by a finite set of generators, whereas in the quasi- 
free case it is stabilized by a finite set of atoms. The following lemma shows that the 
second condition of Theorem 3.4 is satisfied in the quasi-free case. 
Lemma 3.15. Let X be an injinite utom set of the countably in$nite C-structure 
XI’, and let X0 LX be jinite. Then every mapping ho :X0 + A can be extended to a 
surjective endomorphism of ~2~‘. 
Proof. Obviously, ho can be extended to a surjective mapping hl :X -+ A. Since X is 
an atom set, hl can be extended to an endomorphism h2 E Ends. By construction, h2 
is surjective. 0 
Remark 3.16. Let Az be a Z-structure and ~2’ be a submonoid of End”,. We obtain 
useful variants of the notions of “stabilizer”, “stable hull”, “atom set”, and “quasi-free 
structure” by always referring to J%’ instead of Ends. For example, X s A is an atom 
set for .dz w.r. t. A if every mapping X +A can be extended to an endomorphism 
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in A. We say that (&r,X) is quasi-free with respect to A’ if (&r,X) satisfies 
the corresponding variant of Definition 3.14. In [6], such structures were called simply 
combinable structures (SC-structures). An example of an SC-structure that is not quasi- 
free is the domain of feature structures, as described in Examples 3.17 below. Most 
of the results that we will prove for quasi-free structures can be lifted to the more 
general class of structures &r that are quasi-free with respect to some submonoid J&’ 
of Ends (see [6] for details). 
Examples 3.17. The following examples show that many solution domains for symbolic 
constraints are indeed quasi-free structures. 
Free structures. Obviously, every free structures over a countably infinite set of 
generators is a quasi-free structure. The atom set is the set of generators of the free 
structure. 
Vector spaces. Let K be a field, let ZK := {+} U {sk (k EK}. The K-vector space 
spanned by a countably infinite basis X is a quasi-free structure over the atom set X. 
Here “+” is interpreted as addition of vectors, and Sk denotes scalar multiplication with 
kEK. 
The algebra of rational trees. Let C,Q be a finite set of function symbols, and let 
9PrF be the algebra of rational trees [14,27], where leaves are labelled with constants 
from Z,P or with variables from the countably infinite set V. It is easy to see that 
every mapping V + R can be extended to a unique endomorphism of 9@, and that 
(9Pr~, V) is a quasi-free structure. Note, however, that 9’” is not generated by V: 
only the set of jinite trees is generated by V. In addition, it is easy to see that W~F 
cannot be a free structure (over any set of generators). Indeed, it is well-known that 
only trivial equations between ZF-terms are valid in @. Thus, if .!?XzF was free, 
it would be isomorphic to the absolutely free term algebra, which is not true, how- 
ever [27]. 
Hereditarily jinite sets. Let Vhf,(Y) be the set of all nested, hereditarily finite (stan- 
dard, i.e., well-founded) sets over the countably infinite set of “urelements” Y. Thus, 
each A4 E VhfS(Y) is finite, and the elements of A4 are either in Y or in V&Y), the 
same holds for elements of elements etc. Well-founded means that there are no infinite 
descending membership sequences. Since union is not defined for the urelements y E Y, 
the urelements will not be treated as sets here. The signature C that we want to use 
contains a binary symbol for union “ U “, a unary symbol for set construction { .}, and 
a constant E that denotes the empty set. 
Let X := {{y} 1 y E Y}, and h :X + Vhn( Y) be an arbitrary mapping. We want to 
show that there exists a unique extension of h to a Z-endomorphism g of V&Y), which 
is now considered as a C-structure. Obviously we have to define $0) := 0. Each non- 
empty M E V&Y) can uniquely be represented in the form M =x1 U . . Uxk U {Ml } U 
. . . U {Ml} where xi E X, for 1 <i <k, and where the Mi are the elements of A4 that be- 
long to I&(Y). By induction_(on nesting depth), we may ass_ume that z(kfi) @ already 
defined (1 d i < 1). Obviously h(M) := h(xl ) U . . . U h(Xk) U { h(Ml )} U . . . U { h(Ml)} is 
one and the only way of extending z in a homomorphic way to the set M of deeper 
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nesting. For M =x EX we obtain i(x) = h(x), thus x is an extension of h. More- 
over, each mapping x is in fact homomorphic with respect to Z. In addition, each set 
M E VhrS( Y) involves only finitely many different urelements (induction on the nesting 
depth). Thus, the C-structure Vhf&Y) is a quasi-free structure with atom set X. 
Hereditarily jinite non-well-founded sets. If we use the same signature C as above, 
it can be seen in a similar way that the domain Vh,+,,(Y) of hereditarily finite non-well- 
founded sets’ over a countably infinite set of urelements Y is a quasi-free structure 
over the atom set X = {{y} 1 y E Y}. 
Hereditarily finite well-founded or non-well-founded lists. The two domains V~,J( Y) 
and Vhrnwi(Y) of nested, hereditarily finite (1) well-founded or (2) non-well-founded 
lists over the countably infinite set of urelements Y, under a signature with a binary sym- 
bol for concatenation “ o “, a (unary) symbol for list construction (.) : 1 H (I), and a con- 
stant nil for the empty list, are quasi-free structures over the atom set X : = { ( y) 1 y E Y } 
of all lists with one element y E Y. Formally, these domains can be described as the 
set of all (1) finite or (2) rational trees where the topmost node has label “( )” (rep- 
resenting a list constructor of varying finite arity), nodes with successors have label 
“( )“, and leaves have labels y E Y or “( )“. A leaf with label “( )” represents the 
empty list nil. 
Feature structures. Let Lab, Fea, and X be mutually disjoint infinite sets of labels, 
features, and atoms, respectively. Following [2], we define a feature tree to be a partial 
function t : Fea* + Lab Ux whose domain is prefix closed (i.e., if pq E dam(t) then 
p E dom( t) for all words p, q E Fea* ), and in which atoms do not label interior nodes 
(i.e., if p(t)=x EX then there is no f E Fea with pf adorn). As usual, rational 
feature trees are required to have only finitely many subtrees. In addition, they must 
be finitely branching. 
We use the set R of all rational feature trees as carrier set of a structure 9’ whose 
signature contains a unary predicate L for every label L E Lab, and a binary predicate 
f for every f E Fea. The interpretation Lg of L in 9 is the set of all rational feature 
trees having root label L. The interpretation fg of f consists of all pairs (tl, t2) E R x R 
such that tl(f) is defined and t2 is the subtree of tl at f. The structure W’ defined 
this way can be seen as a non-ground version of the solution domain used in [2]. 
We will call 8’ the non-ground structure of rational feature trees. We will show that 
the set of feature trees that consist of a single leaf node that is labeled by an element 
of X is an atom set of B?’ w.r.t. a certain monoid .A (see Remark 3.16). We identify 
this set in the obvious way with X. 
Each mapping h :X + R has a unique extension to an endomorphism of 9” that 
acts like a substitution, replacing each leaf with label x EX by the feature tree h(x). 
With composition, the set of these substitution-like endomorphisms yields a monoid .,&z’. 
It is not difficult to see that (@,X) is quasi-free with respect to J&‘. However, 99’ has 
* Non-well-founded sets, sometimes called hypersets, became prominent through [ 11. They can have infinite 
descending membership sequences. The hereditarily finite non-well-founded sets are those having a “finite 
picture,” see [l] for details. 
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endomorphisms (not belonging to &‘) that modify non-leaf nodes (e.g., by introducing 
new feature-edges for such internal nodes). Since these modifications of non-leaf nodes 
are independent of the images of elements of X, the set X is not an atom set w.r.t. all 
endomorphisms, and thus (&?,X) is not quasi-free. 
Now suppose that we introduce, following [38], additional arity predicates F for 
every finite set F C Fea. The interpretation Fg of F consists of all feature trees t 
where the root of t has a label L E Lab and where F is (exactly) the set of all features 
departing from the root of t. Let A be the extended signature. Then (%?,X) is a quasi- 
free structure. We shall call it the non-ground structure of rational feature trees with 
arity. 
As can be seen from the previous examples, there is often an interesting ground 
variant of a given quasi-free structure. The following definition formalizes this rela- 
tionship. 
Definition 3.18. Let (d’,X) be a quasi-free structure such that SHf(0) is non-empty. 
Then CQzi := SHf(0) is called the ground substructure of (&I,X). 
3.3. Algebraic properties of quasi-free structures 
Before we can turn to the combination of quasi-free structures, we must establish 
some useful properties of these structures. 
Lemma 3.19. Let (zzZz,X) be a quasi-free structure. 
1. dZ = SHf(X) and every mapping X + A has a unique extension to an endomor- 
phism of _vZ=. 
2. Let X0 C X. Then we have SHf(&) nX =X0. 
3. For alljinite sets {al,... , a,,} CA there exists a unique minimal jinite subset Y of 
X such that {al, . . ..a.}&SHf(Y). 
Proof. (1) Since every element of A is stabilized by a finite subset of X, the atom set 
X stabilizes the whole structure A, which means that &r = SHf(X). Existence of the 
extension follows from the fact that X is an atom set, and uniqueness is an immediate 
consequence of dZ = SH$(X). 
(2) The inclusion X0 & SHf(&) follows from Lemma 3.10. For the other direction, 
assume that an atom x EX is in SHf(&)\&. Let hl, h2 :X -+ A be mappings that 
coincide on X0, but differ on x. Because X is an atom set, there are endomorphisms 
%i,& extending hl, hz. Since xi and & coincide on X0, they coincide on x E SHf(&). 
This is a contradiction to our assumption that hl and hz differ on x. 
(3) Since (dZ,X) is quasi-free, every finite set {al ,...,an}cA is stabilized by a fi- 
nite subset of X. Let X&Xi be two finite subsets of X such that {al,. . . , a,} C SHf(Xi) 
for i=O, 1. We claim that {al,. . . , a,} C SHf(& nX1). In fact, let ho, hl be two en- 
domorphisms that coincide on X0 n Xi. We may choose an endomorphism ho.1 E Ends 
that coincides with ho on X0 and with hl on Xi. Such an endomorphism exists since 
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(szz’~,X) is quasi-free. Now ho and ho,, coincide on {ai,...,a,}, and hi and ho,, co- 
incide on {al,..., a,}. This shows that ho and hr coincide on {al,. . . ,a,}, and thus 
we have proved {al,. . . , a,} C_ SHf(& nx, ). Obviously, this implies that there exists 
a unique minimal finite subset Y of X such that {al,. . , a,} C SHf( Y). a 
The third statement of the lemma shows that the notion “is stabilized by” behaves 
better than the notion “is generated by.” In fact, minimal sets of generators need not 
be unique, as demonstrated by the next example. 
Example 3.20. We consider the quotient term algebra ~(CF, I’)/=,, where ZF con- 
sists of one unary function symbol f, V is countably infinite, and E = {f(x) = f(y)}. 
Obviously, the carrier of y(CF, V)IxE consists of the =E-classes {xi} for xi E V and 
one additional class [f (.)I := {f(t) 1 t E T(Cp, V)}. It is easy to see that for all x, E V, 
the element [f (.)I of y(CF, V)/,, is generated by {xi}. However, [f (.)I is not gen- 
erated by 0. Thus, there are infinitely many minimal sets of generators of [f (.)I. 
Definition 3.21. Let (dZ,X) be a quasi-free structure, and let {al,. . .,a,} CA. The 
stabilizer Stub$(u 1,. ,a,) of {al,. . . ,a,,} is the (unique) minimal finite subset Y of 
X such that {ar,...,u,}CSH’(Y). 
For the case of term algebras (i.e., absolutely free algebras), the stabilizer of a term 
is the set of variables (i.e., generators) occurring in this term. In the more general 
case of arbitrary quasi-free structures, using this as an intuition will help to understand 
the definitions and proofs. Note, however, that the notion of a stabilizer is still well- 
defined (and turns out to be extremely useful) in contexts where “the minimal set 
of generators occurring in an element” is no longer unique. The next lemma is an 
immediate consequence of Definition 3.21 and of the definition of the stable hull. 
Lemma 3.22. Let (sZ’,X) be a quasi-free structure, and let Y be a subset of X. 
Then SH$( Y) = {a E A 1 Stubf(a) C Y}. 
Lemma 3.23. Let (sd’,X) be a quasi-free structure, let h E End,: and a E A. Then 
Stab.$(h(u)) C h(Stabf(u)). 
Proof. If ml,mz E Ends coincide on h(Stub$(u)), then ho ml and ho m2 coincide on 
Stab<(u). But then h o ml(u) = h o mz(a) and ml(h(u)) = mz(h(u)). ??
The stabilizing effect of Stub?(u) for a is not restricted to End,:. Under suitable 
conditions on the Z-structure @, Stab$(u) stabilizes a with respect to Horn,;_,. 
Before we can formulate this in a more precise way, we must generalize Definition 3.8 
to the quasi-free case. 
Definition 3.24. Let d’, $9” be C-structures, and let X CA. Then (S&,X) is called 
quasi-free for 23’ if every mapping X + D has a unique extension to a homomorphism 
hA_n E Horn 2-B. 
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Note that every quasi-free structure is quasi-free for itself. 
Lemma 3.25. Let (dz,X) be quasi-free, and assume that (&‘“,X) is quasi-free for 
@. Let hl,h2EHoms_B, aEA and YSX. 
1. If hl and hz coincide on Stab:(a), then hi(a) = hz(a). 
2. If hl and h2 coincide on Y, then hl and h2 coincide on SH$(Y). 
Proof. To prove the first part, suppose that hl,h2 E Horns_, coincide on Stab$(a). 
The joint image Da := {hi(b) ( b E A} U {hz(b) ) b E A} of hl and h2 is at most count- 
ably infinite. Let hx_0, :X + DO be a surjective mapping such that hx_oO, hl and h2 
coincide on Stab?(a). Let hA_D denote the unique extension of hx_D, to an element 
of Horns_,. Let go :X + A be a mapping such that (1) go(n) =x for all x E Stab?(a), 
and (2) go(y) is an element of the set hilD(hl(y)), for all y ??X\Stab$(a). Let g be 
the unique extension of go to an endomorphism of &‘. From (1) we know that g(a) = a. 
Now g o hA_-D E Horns_, coincides on X with hl. Since (&“,X) is quasi-free for @, 
we know that go hA-D = hl. This yields hA_D(a) = hi(a). Symmetrically it follows that 
hA_&a) = hz(a). Thus in fact hi(a) = hz(a). By Lemma 3.22, the second part of the 
lemma is a trivial consequence of the first one. 0 
In Section 4.3, where we introduce a construction that combines quasi-free struc- 
tures over disjoint signatures, we need to embed a given quasi-free structure into an 
isomorphic superstructure. Here, the usual notion of isomorphism between structures is 
not sufficient, however, since the atom sets must also be taken into account. 
Definition 3.26. Let (&“,X) and (@‘, Y) be quasi-free. A qf-isomorphism between 
(&r,X) and (C#, Y) is an isomorphism h : ~2’ + iZ@ that maps X onto Y. 
The next lemma shows that qf-isomorphic structures are quasi-free for the same class 
of structures (in the sense introduced in Definition 3.24). 
Lemma 3.27. Let (a’,X) and (B’, Y) be qf-isomorphic quasi-free structures, and let 
9” be a C-structure. If (&‘,X) is quasi-free for 9”, then also (93’, Y) is quasi-free 
for @. In particular, since any quasi-free structure is quasi-free for itselJ; (&“,X) 
is quasi-free for &lz and (Z@‘, Y) is quasi-free for dz. 
Proof. Let hA_B : d’ -+ 98’ be a Z-isomorphism that maps X onto Y. Suppose that 
(&“,X) is quasi-free for 9’. Let hy_D : Y -+ D be a mapping. Let hx-r be the restric- 
tion of hA_B to X. Since (&‘,X) is quasi-free for 9’ there exists a unique extension 
of hx_0 := hx_r o hy_D to a homomorphism hA_D : dz -+ 2’. Then hs-o := hyJB o 
hA_-D : 9@ + 9’ is a C-homomorphism extending hr_D. 
It remains to be shown that this homomorphism is unique. First, note that (*) hA_D = 
hA-_B o hs_o. Let gs_D : @ -+ 9’ be any C-homomorphism extending hy_D. Then (w) 
g&D := hA_B 0 g&D is a Z-homomorphism extending hx_D. Since (dc,X) is quasi- 
free for 9’ We have g&D = hA_D. Now, (X) and (**) imply h&D = g&D. 0 
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The following two results show that one can always find qf-isomorphic substructures 
and superstructures of a given quasi-free structure. For free structures, showing these 
results is almost trivial. For quasi-free structures it requires rather long and tedious 
technical proofs, which are therefore deferred to an appendix. 
Lemma 3.28. Let (@, Y) be a quasi-free structure. Let Z be an infinite subset of Y, 
and let Wz := S@(Z). Then the following holds: 
1. (%‘,Z) is quasi-free, and (BE, Y) and (Vz,Z) are qf-isomorphic. 
2. For each c E C, we have Stab;(c) = Stab:(c). 
3. For each U C Z, Se(U) = Sfl(U). 
Theorem 3.29. Let (dz,X) be a quasi-free structure. Then there exists a quasi-free 
superstructure (Bz, Y) with the following properties: 
1. Y’$ is injinite. 
2. X C Y, and zd’ = Sfl(X). 
3. (&“,X) and (az, Y) are qf-isomorphic. 
4. ZfX C Z C Y, and if 55” = SH$(Z), then &” = Sfl(X), and (dz,X) and (gz, Z) 
are qf-isomorphic. 
3.4. Logical properties of quasi-free structures 
Using the notion of stabilizers, the validity of positive formulae in quasi-free struc- 
tures can be characterized in an algebraic way. This characterization is essential for 
proving correctness of our method of combining constraint solvers for quasi-free struc- 
tures. 
Lemma 3.30. Let (J&‘~,X) be a quasi-free structure, and let 
y =vu,3u, . ..~~k3vk~p(~l.ul,...,~k,uk) 
be a positive C-sentence, where p is a positive (not necessarily quantijier-free) for- 
mula. Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. &z kV’ur3ur . ..&3nk(p(ur.u ,,..., uk,ak). 
2. There exist x1 E X, el E A,. . . ,xk E X, ek E A such that 
(a) -c4”~=(xl,el,...,Xk,ek), 
(b) all atoms in the sequences x1,. . . , xk are distinct, 
(c) for all j, 1 d j< k, the components of xj are not contained in Stab$(el ) 
U. . . U Stab$(ej_1 ). 
Proof. The proof is by induction on the number of quantifier alternations k. For k = 0, 
there is nothing to show since in this case (1) and (2a) coincide. For the induction 
step, assume that 
y=v’ul% . ..hk~~k~~k+l~~k+l (P(~l,~l,...,~k,~k,Uk+l,Uk+l) 
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is a positive C-sentence. Let 
“1 + 2:” Assume that 
By induction hypothesis, there exist xi E X, ei E A,. . . , xk E X, ek E A such that ~2~ b 
$(xi,er,..., xk, ek), all atoms in the sequences xl,. . . , xk are distinct, and for all j, 
1 <j dk, the components of Xj are not contained in StabF(ei) U. . . U Stabf(ej_l). 
Because cp’ starts with a block of universal quantifiers, we may substitute the variables 
uk+i by an arbitrary sequence xk+i E X of distinct atoms that are “new” in the sense 
that none of them occurs in the finite set Stabf(ei ) U. . . U Shbf(ek) U x1 U. . . U Xk. 9 
Thus, we obtain dZ k 3nk+l cp(xi,ei,.. . , xk, ek, xk+l, vkfl ). Because of the existential 
quantifier on vk+i, we can deduce that there exist elements xi E X, ei E A,. . . , xk E X, 
ek E A, _%&+I E X, ek+l E A satisfying all the properties (a)-(c) from above. Note that 
(b) and (c) place no restriction on the elements of the sequence ek+i. 
“2 j 1:” For the converse direction, assume that there exist elements xi E X, ei E A, 
. . . . xk E X, ek E A, -Itk+l E X, f?k+l E A such that 
(a) dpe” k &xi, el , . . . , xk, ek, Xkfl, ek+l >, 
(b) all atoms in the sequences xi,. . . , xk,xk+l are distinct, 
(c) for all j, 1 <j 6 k + 1, the components of Xj are not contained in Stabf(ei) 
U . . . U StLZbf(ej_* ). 
Let ak+i denote a sequence of arbitrary elements of A, such that xk+i and ak+i have the 
same length. By Lemma 3.15, the mapping ho that fixes all elements in Stab$(ei) U 
~~~UStabf(ek)Uxl U” . Uxk and maps each component of xkfl to the correspond- 
ing component of ak+l can be extended to a sutjective endomorphism h of dZ. 
By Lemma 2.1 we obtain dz k &xi, ei , . . . , xk, ek, ak+l, h(ek+l )), since h keeps all ele- 
ments in xi,ei,..., xk, ek fixed. The arbitrary choice of ak+i shows that &‘r b $(x1, el, 
. . . , xk, ek). The induction hypothesis applied to (PI and the definition 
d” kVUi3Ui . . . ~uk3vk~uk+13”k+l dul, ul,. . . , uk,vk, uk+l,Vk+l), 
which concludes the proof of the lemma. 0 
of cp’ yield 
Readers who are familiar with our work on combining unification algorithms should 
note the close relationship between the second condition of the lemma and the notion of 
a linear constant restriction (cf. [3]). In fact, both conditions play a very similar role. 
To see this, consider a prefix ~1, el, . . , Xi- 1, ei_ 1, Xi of the sequence in Condition 2. 
Condition (c) makes sure that the atoms in xi do not occur in the stabilizers of the 
elements ei, . . . , ei-1 preceding xi in the order of the enumeration. In a solution CJ of 
a unification problem with linear constant restrictions, a constant c (corresponding to 
an atom x above) must not occur (corresponding to “is not in the stabilizer” above) in 
9 Here we use xi also to denote the set of elements of the sequence. 
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the image UC (corresponding to an element e above) if u comes before c in the linear 
order of the restriction. 
4. Combination of quasi-free structures 
This section is concerned with the problem of how to combine two quasi-free struc- 
tures over disjoint signatures into a new structure over the union of both signatures. 
First, we will introduce an algebraic framework for combining structures, which is not 
restricted to quasi-free structures or disjoint signatures. lo This framework tries to for- 
malize our intuition of what to expect from a canonical combination of two structures. 
Second, we show that for the case of free structures, this framework really yields the 
canonical combined structure. In the third subsection, we describe an explicit construc- 
tion for combining two quasi-free structures over disjoint signatures, and in the fourth 
subsection we show that the result of this construction coincides with what our abstract 
framework proposes as canonical combined structure. 
4.1. Combination of structures 
Let 98:’ and Bf2 be two structures. What conditions should a (Cl U Cz)-structure 
%Yz1L’z2 satisfy to be called a “canonical combination” of &$I and BF? The central 
notion of this subsection will be obtained after three steps, each introducing a restriction 
that is motivated by the example of the combination of free algebras, i.e., term algebras 
modulo equational theories. The structures @I and gf’ will be called the components 
in the sequel. 
Restriction 1. Homomorphisms that embed the components into the combined struc- 
ture must exist. If the components share a common substructure, then the embedding 
homomorphisms must agree on this substructure. 
In fact, a minimal requirement seems to be that both structures must in some sense 
be embedded in their combination. It would, however, be too restrictive to demand that 
the components are substructures of the combined structure. For the case of non-trivial 
equational theories El, E2 over disjoint signatures Cl, &, there exist 1-1-embeddings of 
Y(Ci, V)lzE, and Y(C2, V)lXEz into Y(C1 U Cz, V)/zE,UEZ. For non-disjoint signa- 
tures, however, these “embeddings” need no longer be l-l. Note that even for disjoint 
signatures Cr and C2 there is a common part, namely the trivial structure represented 
by the set V of variables. A reasonable requirement is that elements of the common 
part are mapped to the same element of the combined structure by the homomor- 
phic embeddings. To be as general as possible, we do not assume that the “com- 
mon part” is really a substructure of .G?!f’ and BE:. Instead, we assume that it is just 
lo Even if we later restrict considerations to the case of disjoint signatures, the following general definitions 
might turn out to be a good starting point for an investigation of non-disjoint combination problems. 
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homomorphically embedded in both structures. These considerations motivate the fol- 
lowing formalization of Restriction 1. 
Definition 4.1. Let Zi and CZ be signatures, and let r c Zi flZ,. A triple (dr,@l, 
82) with given homomorphic embeddings 
h5_B, : dr + 93: and hi_Bz : dr ---) &?f 
is called an amalgamation base. The structure 9 ‘IuZz closes the amalgamation base 
(dr, Bf’, L!i?)iz) iff there are homomorphisms 
hrl . gzI ~ @I 
B,--D’ 1 and hii_D : 932 --f Bz2 
such that hi+ o hi:_, = hi_-BZ o hii_D. We call (@I”‘~, hi:_,, hit_,) an amalga- 
mated product of ( dr, 93;‘, GYP ). 
If the embedding homomorphisms are irrelevant or clear from the context, we will 
also call the structure C@1”Z2 alone an amalgamated product of CZF1 and 992 over dr. 
For a given amalgamation base, there usually exist various structures that can be used 
to close this base. Which one should be seen as a canonical closure? Motivated by 
the example of free structures, where the canonical combined structure is again free, 
we are interested in “most general” amalgamated products. 
Restriction 2. We are interested in structures closing the amalgamation base that are 
as general as possible. 
In principle, we consider a structure V to be more general than a structure 9 iff 
there is a homomorphism of V into 9. Thus, a possible formalization of Restriction 2 
seems to be to ask for an amalgamated product 
@7&u& hz’ hz2 ) 2 B,-C’ B*-c 
such that for each amalgamated product (9Z1uZZ, hi:_,, hi:_,) of the amalgamation 
base there exists a unique (Cl U Cz)-homomorphism ht.-o such that heL_o = hs,-c o 
hc_D, for i = 1,2. This situation is illustrated in the following figure, 
It turns out, however, that requiring a most general element among all possible 
amalgamated products is too strong. Informally, the reason is that not all amalga- 
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mated products of a given amalgamation base share “relevant” structural properties 
with the component structures of the base. To be more precise, we consider the ex- 
ample of free algebras 93i “I := F(Ci, V)lzE, and @ := Y(C2, V)/zE2, with common 
“substructure” JZZ~ := Y(Ci n Cz, V). The canonical combined algebra is the free alge- 
bra ~(CI U &, V/=,,,,,, which is in fact most general (in the sense introduced above) 
among all amalgamated products that satisfy Ei U Ez, i.e., all elements of Y(El U EI). 
An arbitrary product 9r1uZz of &9f1 and 692 may, however, invalidate some axioms 
of El U Ez. In this case, it may not be possible to find an appropriate homomorphism 
from Y(Ci U &, V>/=,,,,, to 9Z1u’2. For this reason, we allow for the possibility of 
restricting the attention to a certain subclass of all amalgamated products. 
Restriction 3. Only admissible combinations of the two components are considered. 
The class of admissible structures should share relevant structural properties with 
these components. 
For the case of free algebras, the obvious candidate for the class of admissible struc- 
tures is the variety defined by the union of the component theories, i.e., Adm(F(C1, 
V)/=,i, F(Cz, V)/=,* ) = Y(El U I!$). In Section 4.2, we will give an algebraic refor- 
mulation of the definition of this class (for the case of free structures instead of only 
free algebras). An appropriate class of admissible structures for the quasi-free case 
will be obtained as an obvious generalization of this reformulation. In the remainder 
of this subsection, however, we make no assumption on the specific form of the class 
of admissible structures. We just assume that such a class is given. An amalgamated 
product is called admissible iff it belongs to the class of admissible structures. 
Definition 4.2. Let (.olr, &??I, G@) be an amalgamation base, and assume that a class 
Adm( @I, BP) of admissible (Zr;l U Cz)-structures is fixed. The admissible amalga- 
mated product (%7’IuZ2, hi:_c, hi;_,) of @I and .@p over .dr is called a free amal- 
gamated product with respect to Adm(@l, 932) iff for every admissible amalgamated 
product (@l”Tz, hi:_b, hi;_,) of .C$’ and 392 over &” there exists a unique homo- 
morphism hzl!: : %?‘I”‘~ + 9z1uzz such that 
Free amalgamated products need not exist, but if they exist they are unique up to 
isomorphism. 
Theorem 4.3. Let (sz’~, 93fI, $32) be an amalgamation base with fixed homomorphic 
embeddings h;_*, : dr 4 39’f and h:_-B2 : dr -+ 23;. The free amalgamated product 
of 29:’ and @ over dr with respect to a given class Adm(@‘, &?F) is unique up 
to (Cl U C2 )-isomorphism. 
Proof. Let %?‘I”~~ and 9ZBur2 be free amalgamated products of 93:’ and .%9: over 
&’ with respect to Adm(S$l ,9i?p ). It follows that both structures belong to the class 
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of admissible structures A&z(&?~~, LB?). Since ~zluzz is an admissible amalgamated 
product, there exist homomorphisms hi;_, : i?i?fl + ‘@l and hii_C : LB’f2 -+ @2 such 
that hi-B1 o hi:_, = h5_B2 o hi:&. Similarly there exist homomorphisms hi:_, : S?!;‘I --f 
@’ and hi:_D : 232 + 23’:’ such that hi+ o hi;_, = h;_Bz o hii_D. 
Since GF?~~“~~ is a free amalgamated product, there exists a unique homomorphism 
f:Liz2 :$$'z~uz2 +$@"'z such that 
h;; _-D = h;; _C o f;L;" and hi;_D = hit_C o f:l:z2. 
Similarly, there exists a unique homomorphism f~$'2 : L3zIu'2 + %'zluzz such that 
This implies hi:_-C = hi:_, o fD_c zI”z2 = hZ1 B,-C 0 fc"$"2 ofD=ly, and similarly we obtain 
hi;_, = h& 0 fc"iz2 ~f;:;'~. 
Since $fil Uz2 is a free amalgamated product, %7z~uc2 E Adrn(Bfl, BP) implies that 
there exists a unique (Xl U Z*)-endomorphism hzJUz2 of %?z1uz2 such that 
We have just seen that fcLiz2 o fz!$2 satisfies these properties, and obviously, Zdc 
satisfies them as well. This shows that ftlxz2 o fiL:z2 = ZdC. Symmetrically, one can 
also show fD’$z2 o ftJiz2 = IdD. 
To sum up, we have shown that f:Liz2 and fiLiz2 are isomorphisms that are inverse 
to each other. 0 
The theorem justifies to speak about the free amalgamated product of two structures 
(provided that the embedding homomorphisms and the class of admissible structures are 
fixed). In this situation, we will sometimes denote the free amalgamated product of ~?8i 
and 692 by gi 0992. The product operation is obviously commutative, if the definition 
of the class of admissible structures satisfies Adm(Bfl, ~492) = Adrn(L@, &?:I). In order 
to obtain associativity as well, we need some additional conditions on the class of 
admissible structures. 
Before formulating these restrictions, we extend the definition of an amalgama- 
tion base and of the free amalgamated product to the case of three structures. l1 Let 
r C Ci n C2 f+ Cs. A quadruple (dr, .%?fl, S@, L?@ ) with given homomorphic embed- 
dings 
h;_B, :dr+g; (i= 1,2,3) 
is called a simultaneous amalgamation base. The structure ~z1uz2u~3 closes the simul- 
taneous amalgamation base ( dr ,98:‘, ii??, @F ) iff, for i = 1,2,3, there are homomor- 
phisms h2_D : 29’“’ + 2’1 such that 
&, 0 h;;_D = hi-B2 0 h;;_D = hi-B, 0 hi;& 
I 1 The extension to an arbitrary number n > 2 of structures should then be obvious. 
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In this case, (@1uzz”z3, hi:_,, AZ_,, hz_,) is a simultaneous amalgamated product 
of S8fi, 932, BP over dr. 
Now, assume that a class of admissible structures Adm(@' , BF, 932 ) is fixed. The 
admissible simultaneous amalgamated product 
) 
of B;sfl, BF, L!8? over dr is called a free simultaneous amalgamated product with 
respect to Adm(@' , @, 9@ ) iff for every admissible simultaneous amalgamated 
product (LBz~uz2uz3, hi;_,, h&b, hi;_,) there exists a unique homomorphism 
f~W&2U& : @I uz2uz3 ---t gn”, uzzuz; 
such that g& = hi;_c o f~‘_~z2uz3, for i = 1,2,3. As for the binary free amalgamated 
product, one can show that the free simultaneous amalgamated product is unique up 
to isomorphism, provided that it exists. 
Theorem 4.4 (Associativity of free amalgamation). Let r C_ Cl n Cl n C3, and let s!“, 
@, :?#2,5?? he structures with fixed homomorphic embeddings h$_B, : .dr + 2?[, 
h;_-B2 : cd --f @, and hi_B, : dr -+ g:. Assume that the free amalgamated products 
232 o@, .%?;I o(@ a@>, @I @BfZ, and (28;’ 0 Bt?) 3 &?F exist, and that the 
classes oj’ admissible structures satisf_ 
The proof of this theorem, which is again deferred to the Appendix, can be given on 
a rather abstract level (manipulation of arrows, i.e., homomorphisms). Note, however, 
that proving in a particular situation that the prerequisites of the theorem are satisfied 
is usually not possible on this abstract external level; it may require deep knowledge 
about the internal structure of the involved structures. 
Notions of “amalgamated product”, similar to the one given above, can be found in 
universal algebra, model theory, and in category theory (see, e.g., [29, 12,211). There 
are, however, certain differences between our situation and the typical situations in 
which amalgamation occurs in other areas. In algebra or model theory, amalgamation 
has been introduced for particular classes of algebraic structures such as groups, fields, 
skew fields etc. Amalgamation is studied for such a fixed class of structures over the 
same signature, and it is assumed that these structures all satisfy the same set of axioms 
(e.g.. those for groups, fields, skew fields, etc.). In our case, algebras over different 
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signatures are amalgamated, and these algebras satisfy different types of axioms (or are 
not defined by axioms at all). 
4.2. The free amalgamated product of free structures 
Let J?$’ be free over V in the variety V(Gi ), and let 99F be free over V in 
the variety V(Gz), for atomic theories Gi and G2 over the signatures Ci and C2 
respectively, where Gt U G2 is non-trivial. l2 We will show that the free amalgamated 
product of @‘I and BF is free over V in the variety V(G1 U G2). 
First, we must fix the “common part” of the amalgamation base, the embedding 
homomorphisms, and the class of admissible structures. Since we want to show that 
the notion of a free amalgamated product is natural even in the non-disjoint case, 
we do not assume that Zi and Z2 are disjoint. We take as common part dr the 
absolutely free structure over V with signature r = Ci n &, i.e., the free structure over 
V in the class of all ~-structures. The embedding homomorphisms hi_-Bl : dr -+ 93; 
and h;_B2 : dr -+ 99; are the unique extensions of Idv to r-homomorphisms between 
these structures. As motivated in the previous section (for the case of free algebras), 
we use 
Adm(@l,@) := Y(G1 U G2) 
as class of admissible structures. 
Proposition 4.5. Let r = Cl n &, let dr be the absolutely free structure over V, let 
G1 and G2 be sets of atomic formulae over the signatures Cl and C2 respectively, 
where G1 U G2 is non-trivial, and let BF be free over V in the variety Y”(Gi) (i = 1,2). 
The free amalgamated product with respect to Y(Gl u G2) of the amalgamation base 
(&r,&?~l,S?~) introduced above is isomorphic to the free structure over V in the 
variety -Y-(G1 U Gz). 
Proof . Let Vzl”rz be the free structure over V in the variety V(Gi U G2), which exists 
since Gi U G2 is assumed to be non-trivial. Since this structure is in V”(Gi U Gz), it is 
an admissible structure. The Cl-reduct %?‘I of Vz‘Iur2 satisfies Gi, and the C2-reduct 
‘@ satisfies G2. Since 397 is free over V for the class of all models of Gi, there 
exists a unique Ci-homomorphism hi;_c : Bf -+ %?‘I that extends Zdv (for i = 1,2). 
Let h;_B1 and hi_Bz be as above. It follows that 
hi--B, 0 hi;_, = h;_Bz oh;;_,, 
since both homomorphisms represent the unique extension of Idv to a r-homomor- 
phism zJr -t %?. Thus, we have shown that the free structure %?I”~~ is in fact an ad- 
missible amalgamated product of &?;I and 992 over dr with respect to Adm(S$‘, 9?? ) 
= Y(G1 U G2). 
l2 As for the purely equational case, we call a theory defined by relational and equational atomic formulae 
non-trivial iff it has models of cardinality greater than 1. 
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In order to show that it is the free product, assume that 9Z1uZz is an admissible struc- 
ture in ,Y(Gr U Gz), and that homomorphisms h&n : 98: + Yzl (i = 1,2) satisfying 
are given. Let ,/,j : V--f D be the restriction of hi--B, o hg:_. = hipBz o hz_, to V. Since 
?3;zI”Z2 is an admissible structure, it is an element of V(G, U G2), and since %?X~uZ~ is 
free over V in the class V(G1 U G2 ), the mapping ,fo : V + D has a unique extension 
to a homomorphism j~~~D”Z : V’1u’2 --f ‘3’1”~~. 
Since hi{_, and hi--B, coincide with Id” on V, hi:_, o f~~‘~” and hi{__, are two 
Ct -homomorphisms .%?:I + 9” that coincide on V. Thus hi{pC o f~~~z2 = hi{_o, since 
.Wf’ is free over V in V-(Gl), and the 2‘t-reduct S”’ of QZiur~ satisfies G, Similarly, 
one can prove that h& o f $yjz = hf$_,. 
It remains to be shown that fgy;: is unique with this property. Since hi:_,. co- 
incides with Zdv on V, any (Cl U Cz)-homomorphism f: %z~uz~ ---) G2z~uz‘~ satisfying 
hZ’ B,_C 0 f = hi{_, coincides with hi:_, on V. Since ??z‘luz‘J is free, there can be only 
one such homomorphism. 0 
In its given form, it is not clear how to generalize the definition of the class of ad- 
missible structures from free structures to arbitrary quasi-free structures. The following 
reformulation will turn out to be more appropriate for this purpose (see Section 4.4). 
Proposition 4.6. Let X be a countably injnite set, let Cl and Cl be sets of’(relationu1 
und equationul) atomic formulae over the signatures .Z, and 12. ulhere G1 u Gl is non- 
trivial, and let .%!f“ and @, respectively, be free over X in the varieties Y.(Gl > und 
‘J/‘(Gz). Then Y(G1 uG~) is the class qf all structures 52z1u2’2 such that (%gz’,X) is 
,fiee ,fi)r 9’1, ,fk i = 1,2. 
Proof. Let @IuZZ E V”(Gt U G2). Since 9’IuZz satisfies Gr U G2, its C,-reduct crZ1 
satisfies G1 and its Cl-reduct gZ2 satisfies GZ. Since :%I: is free over X in the class 
of all models of Gi, it is in particular free for 63’1 (i = 1,2). 
Conversely, let @I”~: be a (Cl U CZ)-structure such that (Z@,X) is free for ‘/“I, 
for i := 1,2. We must show that 9Z51uZ~ satisfies the atomic formulae in Gr U Gl. We 
restrict our attention to equations; relational atomic formulae can be treated analogously. 
Let s = t be an equation in G1 U G2, and let ~1,. , v,* be the set of variables occurring 
in s= t. Now. assume that 9 ‘I”& does not satisfy s = t. Without loss of generality, 
we assume that s = t is in G,. Thus, there exist elements cl,. , c, of D such that 
P p=s(c I,...) c,)=t(c I,..., c,). 
Since :%I;’ is a model of Gr , we know that for arbitrary generators xl,. . ,x, E X we 
have 
.a;1 k-(x ,,..., xn)=t(x I,..., x,). 
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Let f :X--t D be a mapping that extends {xi H cl,. . .,x, H c,}. By assumption, 
f can be extended to a homomorphism 4: L?iYf’ -+ 9”. By Lemma 2.2 this implies 
that @I +.s(ci,...,c,)=t(ci , . . . ,cn), which is a contradiction. 0 
4.3. An amalgamation construction for quasi-free structures 
We describe an explicit construction for closing any amalgamation base where the 
two components are quasi-free structures over disjoint signatures. In Section 4.4 we 
will prove that the constructed amalgamated product is in fact the free amalgamated 
product. Having such an explicit construction rather than just an abstract algebraic 
characterization of the free amalgamated product will become important in the proof 
of correctness of our method for combining constraint solvers. The description of the 
construction given below is considerably different from the one presented in [5,6]. The 
main advantage of this new description is that it allows for shorter and simpler proofs. 
Let (&‘F’,X) and (&‘..,X) be quasi-free structures over disjoint signatures Ci and 
C2 such that Ai nA2 =X. We consider the amalgamation base (X, dpe,“‘, J@ ), where 
the common part is just the set of atoms X. For i = 1,2, the embedding “homomor- 
phisms” AX-A, :X t dir’ are given by Idx. In order to close this amalgamation base, 
we first embed each component (J@ ,X) into an isomorphic superstructure (@F, K) 
satisfying Conditions l-4 of Theorem 3.29 (i = 1,2). In addition, we assume without 
loss of generality that Bi flB2 =X. Our goal is to construct (for i = 1,2) a Ci-structure 
?@, which is a superstructure of &p and a substructure of @’ . The construction will 
provide us with a bijection between C, and Ci satisfying certain properties. This bijec- 
tion can be used to carry the &-structure of qf over to Cl. The (Ci U Zz)-structure 
obtained in this way is the result of the construction. The properties of the bijection 
will guarantee that this result is in fact the free amalgamated product of the component 
structures. For defining the required bijection, the notion of a fibre will be important. 
Definition 4.7. Let B1, Bz,X, Yl, Y2 as above. Fibres are either 1-fibres or 2-fibres. 
A 1-jbre is of the form F = {x} for x E X, and a 2-jibre is of the form F = {y, b} 
where y E & \ X and b E Bj \ I; for {i, j} = { 1,2}. For a fibre F and i = 1,2, let F(i) 
be the unique element of F in Bi. The index of a 2-fibre F is j iff F( j) is the non-atom 
element of F. 
4.3. I. The fibring construction 
Let bl,bz,bj,... be an enumeration of B 1,2 := B1 U B2. Using this enumeration, we 
construct an ascending tower of sets 90 C 91 C 92 C . . . where each 4 is a set of 
mutually disjoint fibres. In addition, each set 4 contains only finitely many 2-fibres. 
We start with ~s:={{x}~x~X}, i.e., Fo is the set of all 1-fibres. Now, assume that 
& has already been defined, and that all fibres of .?+k are mutually disjoint. When 
defining &+I, we distinguish two situations. 
Case 1: If there exists an element b of BQ, say in Bi, such that 
1. each element of the stabilizer Stab:(b) belongs to a fibre F E &, but 
2. b itself does not belong to a fibre FE Fk, 
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then we proceed as follows: Let b,,, be the first element of B1.2 (in the enumeration 
bl, bf, b3,. .) satisfying the two Properties 1 and 2, and let i be such that b,,,i,, t B,. 
For the other index j # i, we select an atom z E Yj that does not belong to any fibre 
of &. Such an atom exists since &?:I satisfies Condition 1 of Theorem 3.29, and 
.pk is assumed to contain only finitely many 2-fibres. We define Fk+l := {bmin,z}, and 
&+t := & U {Fk+l}. Note that Fk+i is indeed a 2-fibre since b,,, cannot be an atom. 
In fact, it is easy to see that any atom x has the singleton set {x} as its stabilizer. 
Thus, an atom cannot satisfy the Conditions 1 and 2 simultaneously. 
Cuse 2: Otherwise, we define &+I :=&. 
By definition, ,?& C Fi C: 92 C . , and at each level k, all fibres of .Fk are mutually 
disjoint. 
4.3.2. The dqfinition of the amalgamated structure 
Let ,S:= UkaO & be the set of all fibres introduced by the construction. We say 
that an element of 81,~ is fibred iff it belongs to a fibre of .F. Cl,2 := UFE B F is the 
set of all fibred elements of B I,J, in particular Ct.1 C B1.2. Let Ci := Ct.2 n B, denote 
the set of fibred elements of Bi, and let Z; : = Cl,2 n Y, (i = 1,2). 
Lemma 4.8. C, = SH:(Zi), and thus it is the carrier qf u substructure %,“I of %F. 
Proof. By Lemma 3.10, it is sufficient to show the first part of the lemma. First, we 
show SH;(Zi) 2 Ci. Assume that b E SHf’(Zi). If b is an atom, then b E Z, C C, (by 
Lemma 3.19). Thus, assume that b is not an atom. By Lemma 3.22, Stab:(b) is a finite 
subset of Z,. Since all elements of Zi are fibred, there is a minimal kh 3 0 such that each 
element of Stab:(b) is contained in a fibre of Fk*. Thus, b satisfies Condition 1 of the 
construction for all k 3 kb. As long as b is not included in a fibre of &, Condition 2 
is satisfied as well. Since only finitely many elements in the enumeration can precede 
b, it will at some stage of the construction be the minimal element satisfying both 
conditions, and will thus be included in a fibre of .p. 
Conversely, assume that b E Ci. If b is an atom, then b E Z, & SHY. A non-atom 
element of Bl,z is only fibred after all elements of its stabilizer are fibred. Thus, we 
know that Stub?(b) C Z,, which implies b C: SH’(Zi). 0 
Now, we define appropriate bijections between Cl and C2. Each element c G Cl,2 
belongs to a unique fibre F, of 9. We define the bijections h,,, : C’i -+ Cj by mapping 
each c E Ci to F,(j), the unique element of F, belonging to Cj ({i, jl = { 1,2}). Obvi- 
ously this implies h,,, - j,r h-l. Note that any element x of X belongs to a 1 -fibre, and 
thus 
/Zi,j(X) =X for all X EX. (4.9) 
The bijections hl,z and h2,1 are now used to carry the &-structure of VP to Cl: Let 
f be an n-ary function symbol of C?;, let p be an n-ary predicate symbol of C2, and 
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let al,...,a,EC1. We define 
fif,(al,..., a,>:=hz,l(f~,(h1,2(al),.. .,h1,2(4))>, 
PV, [al,. . . , anI :@ m2 h,2(al>,. . . , h,2(an)1. 
In the same way, we impose the ,Yt-structure of Vzl on C2. Thus, both Vi and ??2 
can be seen as (Cl U &)-structures. Let C := Cl U C2. By construction, the mappings 
h1,2 and h2,1 are inverse C-isomorphisms between %‘f and @. (4.10) 
For this reason, it is irrelevant which of these two structures is taken as the result of 
the construction. In the following, we use %?f as the amalgamated structure obtained 
by the construction, and we will sometimes denote this structure by &jr’ @ RZ... 
4.3.3. Properties of the amalgamation construction 
Before we show that the construction really yields the free amalgamated product, let 
us list some useful properties: 
(%F,Z,) and (,PeF’,X) are qf-isomorphic (for i= 1,2). (4.11) 
(4.11) follows from the fact that (for i = 1,2) !S?F satisfies Condition 4 of Theo- 
rem 3.29. In addition, by Lemma 3.28 we have 
QdECi:Stab~(d)=Stab~(d) and QU&Zi:S@,(U)=SH:(U). (4.12) 
For i = 1,2, each set of fibres Pjj determines a set Pjj := {F(i) 1 FE 9jk} C C,. Now, 
(4.12) and the definition of the fibring construction imply: 
If c E Cj \Zi is in 5Ei+1, then Stabz(c)GP$ (for i= 1,2). (4.13) 
In order to show that %?f closes the amalgamation base (X, &;I, JX@ ), we define 
hA,_-c, := IdA, and h,+c, :=h2,11AI. 
By definition of hA,-c, and (4.9) we know that 
(4.14) 
h,+-C,(x=Zdx (for i= 1,2). 
Thus, hX_-A, o hA,-C, = Idx = hx_-A2 o hA2_c,, which shows: 
(4.15) 
Lemma 4.16. The amalgamated structure %Yf obtained by the construction is an 
amalgamated product of &;I and A@. 
Definition 4.17. The enumeration bl, by, bj,. . . defines a strict linear ordering -+ on 
X. In addition, a strict linear ordering + on the complements Ci \X is given by the 
order in which the elements of Ci \X are fibred: We define c + d iff, for some k, 
c E 2%; and d 6 Fi. With <i we denote the unique strict linear ordering on Ci that 
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extends both -+ and +i, and makes each element of X smaller than each element of 
Ci \X (i= 1,2). 
As an easy consequence of this definition, we obtain 
VC,dEC;: C<id iff h,,j(C)<jh,.j(d) ({i,j)={1,2}), 
Vc,d~c,: c<,d implies d@StabF;(c) (i~{1,2}). 
Note that (4.18) is trivial, and that (4.19) follows from (4.13). 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
4.4. The jiee amalgamated product of quasi-free structures 
In this subsection, we will show that the amalgamation construction presented above 
really yields the free amalgamated product of the quasi-free component structures. 
In the sequel, (z@’ ,X) and (&p,X) denote quasi-free structures over disjoint sig- 
natures, which are used as the input components of the amalgamation construction. 
As before, we consider the amalgamation base (X, c&f’, dp) where the embedding 
homomorphisms h,~,_~, are given by Zdx. We also refer to other entities introduced in 
the amalgamation construction, such as %f, @‘,hi,i, pk, etc. Recall that C := Ci U Cz. 
First, we must fix the class of admissible structures with respect to which the free 
product is to be built. Proposition 4.6 motivates the following definition. 
Definition 4.20. Let (X, &F’, d?) be the amalgamation base introduced above. Then 
we choose 
Adm(.d~‘,&‘~):= {9ziuz2 ( (cdL~‘,X) is quasi-free for 9’1, for i = 1,2} 
as the class of admissible structures (cf. Definition 3.24). 
We obtain 
Theorem 4.21. %‘f = dF1 @ di2 is the free amalgamated product of the quasi-free 
structures JzI~’ and ~2: with respect to the amalgamation base and the class 
Adm(&I , a?? ) of admissible structures dejined abotle. 
Proof. Lemma 4.16 states that Q?f is an amalgamated product of ~~21”’ and .J&‘;‘. It 
remains to be shown that this is the free amalgamated product w.r.t. Adm(&I , df2 ). 
First, we prove that Uf =&f’ B.&p IS in the chosen class Adrn(&fI , d? ) of 
admissible structures. By Lemma 3.27 and (4.1 l), (&f’,X) is quasi-free for %?;I and 
(.&p,X) is quasi-free for UF. Since %?p and +?f2 are isomorphic, (&2,X) is also 
quasi-free for %?p. This shows 55’: E Adm(&F' , a$‘). 
In order to show that %?f is the most general admissible structure closing the amal- 
gamation base, assume that @ is another admissible amalgamated product of ~~248’ and 
(.$?t ,X) is quasi-free for @I for i= 1,2, (4.22) 
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and there are CL-homomorphism hA,_D : d,F’ --) 9’z such that hA, _D and hAz_D coincide 
on X. (Recall that Id! is the “homomorphism” embedding X into the components 
JX?~I and z@ of the amalgamation base.) We must show that there exists a unique 
C-homomorphism hc, _D : QYf + 9’ that satisfies 
(*) hA,--D =hA,--c, ohc,_D for i= l,2. 
Recall that hA,-c, =1d~, and h,+CI = h1,21A2, by (4.14). This situation is illustrated in 
the following figure. 
Dejinition of homomorphism. Let us star t with a simple remark. A given mapping 
hk : Fk + D induces two mappings hi := {(F(i), d) 1 (F, d) E hk} : Fi + D. By definition 
of the bijections hi,j we have, for all i,j such that {i,j} = { 1,2}, 
hi and hi,j oh: coincide on 95;. (4.23) 
We define an ascending tower of mappings ho C hl C hZ C . . . , where hk : S$ + D 
(k = 0, 1,2,. . .). Thus, we have hh C hf C hi C . . . , for i = 1,2. At each step k of the 
construction of this tower, we will show that, for i = 1,2, 
hi can be extended to a &-homomorphism gC,_D : %f’ + @. 
For the case k = 0, recall that 90 = {{x} 1 x E X}. We define 
(4.24) 
h,,:&+D:{x} I-+ hz+ -D(x) = h>-D(x). 
By (4.11) (4.22), and Lemma 3.27, 
(4.25) 
(%?F,&) is quasi-free for 9’1 for i= 1,2. (4.26) 
Since the induced mappings hb are functions from X C Zi to D, property (4.24) for ha 
follows directly from (4.26) (for i = 1,2). 
For the induction step, suppose that hk is already defined, and that we must define 
hk+l. In the amalgamation construction, we have distinguished two cases. If Fk+i = &, 
then we define hk+l := hk. In this case, property (4.24) is satisfied by induction hypothe- 
sis for the mappings hi+l = hi (for i = 1,2). Thus, assume that Fk+i = yk U {F}, where 
F is a 2-fibre, say, with index 1. Thus F is of the form {c,z}, where c E Ci \ Zi and 
z E Z,, and these two elements do not occur in a fibre of pk. By (4.13), Stab:,‘(c) C Fk’, 
and thus hk is defined on Stab:,‘(c). By induction, property (4.24) holds for k, i.e., 
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there exists at least one extension of h: to a Ct-homomorphism gc,_n : %?I + !J”‘~. 
By Lemma 3.25 and (4.26), all such extensions yield the same value - say, d E D ~- 
for c. We define hk+t :=hk U {({c,z},d)}. 
We must show that condition (4.24) holds for k + 1. By choice of d, this is trivial 
for i == 1. Let Ux = Z, n 9: denote the set of all atoms in Zl that are fibred in &, and 
let hl.i _[I denote the restriction of hi to I/‘. By (4.26), the mapping hcl _n u {(z. d)} 
can be extended to a Cl-homomorphism qc2__D : %:’ + ‘2’T. In order to show (4.24) 
for i := 2 it suffices to prove that gcz-D extends hi. By induction, hi has an extension 
to a 2‘2-homomorphism g’c,_D : WC2 - Yz2. Since gkz_n and gc:-~ coincide on Uk. 
these homomorphisms coincide on S@I(IJk), by Lemma 3.25. Recall that a non- 
atom, say h. is only fibred if its stabilizer is already fibred, and thus h is in the stable 
hull of the already fibred atoms. For this reason, .Fz - which constitutes the domain 
of hi - is a subset of SH:;(Uk). By (4.12) SHf~(U~)=SH~~(Uk), and thus g,: fI 
extends hi. This completes the inductive defnition of the ascending tower of mappings 
hoc:!%, c&C_ . ..) and the proof that these mappings satisfy (4.24). 
We use this tower to define H := UA a{, hk. Let hc;_r, := UksCI hi. : C, + D be the 
mappings induced by H (i = 1,2). We claim that, for i = 1,2, hcJ_l, is a C,- 
homomorphism. In fact, let cl.. . , c,, E C,. and let ,f’ be a function symbol in Z,. 
Choose a level k such that cl,. .,c,? and ,f”l(cl.. .,c,]) are fibred in &. Note that 
,f’“J(C I... ,( c,, ) is eventually fibred if ~1,. , c, are fibred (see Lemma 4.8). Since h(, -,) 
extends hi, and since the latter mapping can be extended to a ,X,-homomorphism g(. -iI. 
by (4.24) it follows that 
This shows that hc,-D is a homomorphism with respect to the function symbols in C,. 
Similarly, it can be shown that hc,-o is a homomorphism with respect to the relational 
symbols in C,. It remains to be shown that hc, __D is even a C-homomorphism and that 
it satisfies (*). 
Property (4.23) shows that hc,-D = ht,2~1 hcz_n and hc2-~ = hi. I o !~c,_~,. Since hr.1 
is a C-isomorphism (4.10) and hcl_,, is a Ez-homomorphism, the first identity im- 
plies that hc,-~ is also a Cz-homomorphism. Since we already know that it is a 
Ct-homomorphism, this shows that hc,_r, is a C-homomorphism. Now, (4.15) and 
(4.25) imply that the X,-homomorphisms h~,_-l~ and hn,_c, ohc,_D coincide on X. 
From (4.22) it follows that h,+_~ =hd,-C, ohc,-~ (for i = 1,2), i.e., (*) holds. 
Cktiqueness of’ homomorphism. Assume that g:, mmD : Wf + Y” is a C-homomorphism 
such that 
h,--t)=hA,-c, O&-D for i = 1,2. (4.27) 
Let G= {({c,hl.2(c)},d)/(c,d) E&,}. By definition of ht.2, {c.ht.2(e)} is a nbre 
of .P, for every pair ({c,hl,2(c)},d) E G. The definition of H and (4.27) imply that 
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H and G coincide on 9s. Now, suppose that H and G coincide on &. Obviously, if 
Fk = &+I, then H and G coincide on -&+I. Thus, assume that &+I = Fk U { {c,z}}, 
where we assume without loss of generality that the 2-fibre {c,z} has index 1. As we 
have seen above, all endomorphisms extending h: coincide on c. It follows that H and 
G coincide on {c,z}, and thus H and G coincide on &+I. Thus, we have shown by 
induction that H and G coincide. Hence &, _D and hc,_D coincide. 0 
The following corollary, which is an easy consequence of the above proof, will 
become important in the next subsection. 
Corollary 4.28. Let Sz E Adm(&'F' , a~‘$). Then every mapping hx_o :X + D has a 
unique extension to a C-homomorphism hc,_D : gf = dfl 6~ s@ + 3’. 
Proof. Let hx-0 :X + D be a mapping. Since (JYZ~~‘,X) is quasi-free for @‘, there ex- 
ists a unique extension of hx_0 to a Ci-homomorphism hA,-D : dizJ 4 ~22’~ (for i = 1,2). 
Given the homomorphisms hA, _D and hA2_D, which coincide on X, there exists a unique 
C-homomorphism hc,_o : %‘f + 9’ such that h,+-D = hA,_-C, o hc,_u (for i = 1,2), as 
we have shown in the previous proof. It follows from (4.15) that hc, -_D extends hx-0, 
which shows the existence of an extension of hx_o. 
To show uniqueness, assume that go,_D is another extension of hx_o. Because of 
(4.14) and (4.15), this implies that h,+CI o gel _D extends hx_o to a Ci-homomorphism 
diZ’ -+ 9 ‘1 (for i= 1,2). Uniqueness of these extensions implies hA,-c, o gc,_D =hA,-D. 
But we know that hc,_D is unique with this property. 0 
4.5. Multiple and iterated amalgamation 
The explicit amalgamation construction introduced above can easily be generalized 
to a construction that combines an arbitrary number n 2 2 of quasi-free structures over 
disjoint signatures. l3 The proof given in the above subsection can also be generalized 
to show that the extended construction yields the n-fold simultaneous free amalgamated 
product, provided that the following obvious generalization of the class of admissible 
structures is used: 
Adm( &‘f’ ,...,&)={@I”“~“=~ 1 dlF2 is quasi-free for 9”, for 1 d i 6 n}. 
(4.29) 
In this subsection, we show that it is not really necessary to introduce the explicit 
amalgamation construction for the case n > 2 since the free amalgamated product can 
also be obtained by iterated application of the construction to two structures. Obviously, 
iterated application is only possible if the structure obtained by the construction is again 
quasi-free. The following proposition shows that this prerequisite is satisfied. 
l3 It is even possible to amalgamate a countably infinite number of quasi-free structures in this way. 
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Proposition 4.30. The free nmalgamated product qf‘ tlvo quusi-free structures loith 
common atom set X is a quasi-free structure with utom set X. 
Proof. We show that (%f,X) = (.df’ ,g &‘t’,X) is a quasi-free structure. In the proof 
of Theorem 4.21 we have seen that f&t‘ is an admissible structure. Thus, if we choose 
(/“‘ := %f in Corollary 4.28, we obtain that every mapping h,y_(., :X --t Cl can be ex- 
tended to an endomorphism of %f. Thus X is an atom set for ‘if. It remains to be 
shown that every element a E Ct is stabilized ~ with respect to %f ~ by a finite subset 
of X. 
To this purpose, we show by inducrion on k (k 30) that each element of .Y/ is 
stabilized ~~ with respect to $Y’ ~ by a finite subset of X (for i = 1,2). 
For k = 0, we have .pd =X (i = 1,2), and thus the claim is trivially satisfied since 
x E X is stabilized by itself. 
k --i k + I : For .9+ I = .4 there is nothing to be shown. Otherwise, we have .&Al = 
3~ u {F}, where F is a 2-fibre. We assume without loss of generality that F has 
index I, i.e., F = {c,z} where c E Ci \, Zl and z E Z,, and both elements of F do not 
occur in a fibre of .4. By (4.13) we know that Stab::(c) C &‘. Hence, by induction 
hypothesis, the elements of Stah~~(c) are stabilized - with respect to %‘;? - by a finite 
subset I/ of X. We show that I/ stabilizes c and I. 
Let us first consider c. Take two 2‘-endomorphisms hl and h2 of ‘6: that coin- 
cide on LT. By choice of U, we have h,(v)= h*(y) for all y E Stab::(c). Since 
At and 1~ can also be seen as Ci -endomorphisms of ‘6:’ : we know that h,(c) = 
hz(c). Hence U stabilizes c with respect to Vf. 
Next we consider 2. Let gi and g- be two I-endomorphisms of ‘6: that coin- 
cide <on U. Since hl,z and h2.1 leave elements of X fixed, hl := hl.2 091 oh2.l and 
hz := h1.2 o ~2 o hz, 1 are C-endomorphisms of %I’ that coincide on U. This implies, 
as we have just seen, that hl(c)=h2(c). But then gl(z)=(h2.1 oh, oh1,2)(z)=- 
hl,z(h1(b.l(~))) = hl.z(hl(c)) = hl.z(hz((.)) = h1,2(h2(h2.1(2)))=(h2.1 ohI ohi.z)(=)= 
q2(z), To see that these equalities hold, recall that, by definition, ht.2 maps 3 t (‘1 to 
the element of C? in its fibre, i.e., to c. Thus, we have shown that U stabilizes z with 
respect to %i. which completes the proof of the proposition. A 
Corollary 4.31. (,G!,“~ x .B!~~,X) is a quusl-free structure that i.s quasiyfrec ,ftir each 
‘rz t Adm( ,d,fl, .d..2 ). 
Proof. This follows immediately from Corollary 4.28 and Proposition 4.30. C; 
Obviously, the set of admissible structures, as introduced in Definition 4.20. satisfies 
Adm( &,“I, .d:’ ) = Adm(.v$ , ,d,” ). Thus, free amalgamation of quasi-free structures is 
commutative. Since the amalgamation construction can be iterated, the question arises 
whether the construction is associative as well. In order to answer this question in the 
afirmative, we must show that the assumptions of Theorem 4.4 are satisfied. In this 
case, the theorem also shows that simultaneous free amalgamation and iterated free 
amalgamation yield the same result. 
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As an obvious consequence of the definition of the class of admissible structures 
for IZ 32 (see (4.29)), we obtain A&2(&;‘, J&p, .G$,) c Mm(&$ J+) n 
A&2(&?, Gz?). 
Proof. Let C := Ci U & U C3. Assume that 9’ E k&(&f’, &p, .G$’ ). This means 
that (J@,X) is quasi-free for gzz, for i= 1,2,3. Hence @2uz3 ??Adm(&~,&~). 
But then Corollary 4.3 1 implies that (&F @ &2,X) is quasi-free for ~zzuz;z. There- 
fore @ E Adm(&‘, &fz @ &2). This shows that A&z(&‘, &t?, J$‘) C A&z(JzZ~‘, 
J@ @ &p). The other inclusion follows by symmetry. ??
Lemma 4.33. { dfl @ (dp @ ~22 ), (&:I @ dp ) 69 dfl } 2 A&2( &:I, dj&, d? ). 
Proof. We show &;I @ (&2 @ J@) E A&(&~‘, &p, &p). (The other inclusion 
follows by symmetry.) Obviously, the quasi-free structure (&‘,X), is quasi-free for 
itself, and thus quasi-free for the Cl-isomorphic structure &;I @ (&p @ J&‘?). For the 
same reasons, (J@‘,X) is quasi-free for ~8’2 @ &tl, for i = 2,3. Since .G?.. @ &fz and 
dirI @ (&z @ &)r2uz3 are isomorphic (& U C3 )-structures, (J@’ ,X) is quasi-free for 
(&I @(&~@&~))r~, for i=2,3. 0 
To sum up, we have shown that Theorem 4.4 can be applied, which yields: 
Theorem 4.34. Modulo isomorphism, free amalgamation of quasi-free structures with 
disjoint signatures over the same atom set is associative, and jree simultaneous amal- 
gamation coincides with iterated free amalgamation. 
5. Combining constraint solvers for quasi-free structures 
Let (&f’,X) and (&t?,X) be quasi-free structures over disjoint signatures Ci and 
&, and let %‘,r = ~2;’ @ JzZ.. denote their free amalgamated product, as constructed 
in the previous section, where C= Ci UC 2. This section is devoted to proving the 
following combination result for constraint solvers over quasi-free structures. 
Theorem 5.1. The positive theory of @f = .df’ 8 ~4.. is decidable, provided that the 
positive theories of the quasi-free structures LzZFI and J@ are decidable. 
First, we show how constraint solvers for the positive theories of -Ql,“l and JZJ? can 
be combined to a constraint solver for the existential positive theory of &:I @ ,&‘p. 
In a second subsection, it is shown that this result can be lifted to the full positive 
theory of &!,“I @ J@. 
5.1. The existential positive case 
In this subsection, we prove a restricted version of Theorem 5.1. 
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Theorem 5.2. The existential positive theory of’ +?f = &;I @ .PZ~ is deciduhle, 
provided that the positive theories of the quasi-free structures C&f1 and ~2~~ are 
decidable. 
The same theorem can be proved for the simultaneous free amalgamated product 
of IZ 32 quasi-free components over disjoint signatures. To keep the proof simpler, 
we restrict our attention to the case n = 2. 
The decomposition algorithm described below decomposes an existential positive 
C-sentence cpo into a finite set of pairs (LX,@, where c( is a positive X,-sentence and /I’ 
is a positive &-sentence. This algorithm coincides with the one described in [5], where 
it has been used in the restricted context of combination problems for free structures. 
Steps similar to Step 1, 3, and the labelling in Step 4 are present in most methods 
for combining unification algorithms. Nelson and Oppen’s combination method for 
universal theories [32] explicitly uses Step I, and implicitly, Step 3 is also present. 
Before we can describe the algorithm, we must introduce some notation. In the 
following, V denotes an infinite set of variables used by the first-order languages under 
consideration. Let t be a C-term. This term is called pure iff it is either a Zr-term or 
a Cl-term. An equation is pure iff it is an equation between pure terms of the same 
signature. A relational formula p[sl,. ,s,] is pure iff sl, . ,s, are pure terms of the 
signature of p. Now assume that t is a non-pure term whose topmost function symbol 
is in Cr. A subterm s of t is called alien subterm of t iff its topmost function symbol 
belongs to C2 and every proper superterm of s in t has its top symbol in X’, Alien 
subterms of terms with top symbol in Cl are defined analogously. For a relational 
formula p[sl,. . ,s,,,], alien subterms are defined as follows: if si has a top symbol 
whose signature is different from the signature of p, then s, itself is an alien subterm: 
otherwise, any alien subterm of s, is an alien subterm of p[.s,, . , s,]. 
5. I. 1. The decomposition algorithm 
Let ~0 be an existential positive C-sentence. Without loss of generality, we may 
assume that cpa has the form 3~0 yo, where ~0 is a conjunction of atomic formulae. 
Indeed, since existential quantifiers distribute over disjunction, a sentence 3~0 (;‘r V y2) 
is valid iff 3~0 ~1 or 3~0 y2 is valid. 
Step 1: Transjbrm non-pure atomic jbrmulae. 
(1) Equations s = t of yo where s and t have topmost function symbols belonging to 
different signatures are replaced by (the conjunction of) two new equations u = s’, u = t, 
where u is a new variable. The quantifier prefix is extended by adding an existential 
quantification for U. 
(2) As a result, we may assign a unique label .Xr or 12 to each atomic formula that is 
not an equation between variables. The label of an equation s = t is the signature of the 
topmost function symbols of s and/or t. The label of a relational formula p[sr , . s,] 
is the signature of p. 
(3) Now alien subterms occurring in atomic formulae are successively replaced by 
new variables. For example, assume that s = t is an equation in the current formula, 
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and that s contains the alien subterm si. Let u be a variable not occurring in the current 
formula, and let s’ be the term obtained from s by replacing si by U. Then the original 
equation is replaced by (the conjunction of) the two equations s’ = t and u =st. The 
quantifier prefix is extended by adding an existential quantification for u. The equation 
s’ = t keeps the label of s = t, and the label of u = si is the signature of the top symbol 
of si. Relational atomic formulae with alien subterms are treated analogously. This 
process is iterated until all atomic formulae occurring in the conjunctive matrix are 
pure. It is easy to see that this is achieved after finitely many iterations. 
Step 2: Remove atomic formulae without label. 
Equations between variables occurring in the conjunctive matrix are removed as 
follows: If u = v is such an equation then one removes 3u from the quantifier prefix 
and u = v from the matrix. In addition, every occurrence of u in the remaining matrix 
is replaced by v. This step is iterated until the matrix contains no equations between 
variables. 
Let cpi be the new sentence obtained this way. The matrix of (pi can be written as 
a conjunction yr,~, Ayl,~~,, where yi,~, is a conjunction of all atomic formulae from 
rpi with label Ci, and yi,~~ is a conjunction of all atomic formulae from cpt with 
label Zz. There are three different types of variables occurring in rpi: shared variables 
occur both in yl,rl and in yi,r2; Cl-variables occur only in yi,~]; and .X2-variables 
occur only in yi,z2. Let u i,r, be the tuple of all Ci-variables, IC~,J~ be the tuple of all 
&-variables, and ~1 be the tuple of all shared variables. l4 Obviously, cpi is equivalent 
to the sentence 
%(%,z, Yl,_z, A%,& Yl,Z,). 
The next two steps of the algorithm are non-deterministic, i.e., a given sentence is 
transformed into finitely many new sentences. Here the idea is that the original sentence 
is valid iff at least one of the new sentences is valid. 
Step 3: Variable identification. 
Consider all possible partitions of the set of all shared variables. Each of these 
partitions yields one of the new sentences as follows. The variables in each class of 
the partition are “identified” with each other by choosing an element of the class as 
representative, and replacing in the sentence all occurrences of variables of the class 
by this representative. Quantifiers for replaced variables are removed. 
Let 3~2(3ui,~, yz,z! A 31ci,~~ y2,zz) denote one of the sentences obtained by Step 3, 
where ~2 denotes the sequence of all representatives of shared variables. 
Step 4: Choose signature labels and ordering. 
We choose a label Cl or C2 for every (shared) variable in ~2, and a linear ordering 
< on these variables. 
For each of the choices made in Step 3 and 4, the algorithm yields a pair (cl,p) of 
sentences as output. 
I4 The order in these tuples can be chosen arbitrarily. 
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Step 5: Generate output sentences. 
The sentence 3u2(3u1,~, y2,~, A 3~1,~~ y2,~) is split into two sentences 
r=Vu,3w, . ..!fU&v~3U.,~, y2,z, 
and 
fi = 3~l~‘wl . 3~kbvk3Ul,Cz y2,z2. 
Here UIWI . ukwk is the unique re-ordering of u2 along <. The variables ui (wi) are 
the variables with label C2 (label Cl). 
Thus, the overall output of the algorithm is a finite set of pairs of sentences. Note 
that the sentences a and p are positive formulae, but they need no longer be existential 
positive formulae. 
Obviously, Theorem 5.2 follows immediately as soon as we have shown that the 
decomposition algorithm is sound and complete. 
5.1.2. Correctness of the decomposition algorithm 
First, we show soundness of the algorithm, i.e., if one of the output pairs is valid 
then the original sentence was valid. 
Lemma 5.3. If ~2:~ + a and szZp /= p f or some output pair (2, /3), then %?f + cpo 
Proof. Since %?;I and .dfl are Cl-isomorphic structures (4.1 l), we know that +?;I + tl. 
Accordingly, we also have %Yp k /3. Moreover, since VP and Vf2 are isomorphic, 
we know that %Yy k fi, i.e., the Cz-reduct of the C-structure V,’ satisfies /3. This means 
@’ +~“l+l . ..~~k+k3ul.Z, Y2,Z,(ul,Wl,...,Uk,Wk,UI.C,), (5.4) 
q;’ /==-ulv’wl . ..3vkvwk%.& ~2,Z2(~l,~l,...,~k,~k,~l.~~). (5.5) 
Because of the existential quantification over ut in (5.5) there exist elements at t Cl 
such that 
qy f=~‘wl...~“k~~k+l,Z~ ?12,~2(al,wl,...,Uk,Wk,Ul,~,). (5.6) 
Because of the universal quantification over ul in (5.4) we have 
%?;I k 3w, ...~“k3wk%,Z, ~2,2,(~l,~l,...,~k,~k,~I,Z,). 
Because of the existential quantification over wl in this formula there exist elements 
cl E Cl such that 
@’ ~=“23w2...~uk3wk3~l,~, Y2,C,(~l,Cl,“2,W2,...,~k,wk,~l,~,). 
Because of the universal quantification over wl in (5.6) we have 
%t+ + 3u2Vw2 . . . ~“k~wk~~l.Z~ ~2,Z~(~l,~l,~2,w2,...,~k,wk,~l,~~). 
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Iterating this argument, we thus obtain 
q:’ k%,r, Y2,~,(al,cl,...,ak,ck,ul,x,), 
ce,z‘2 kN,z, Y2,&(%Cl,..., ~k,C&,qz*). 
It follows that 
@ k %,z, Y2,& (al, Cl ,...,~k,ck,~l,~,)A3111,~z Y2,z*(al,cl,..., a/c,c/c,q&). 
Obviously, this implies that 
gir k 3~2(3~l,Z, Y2,z, A 3qz* Y2,&), 
i.e., one of the sentences obtained after Step 3 of the algorithm holds in %T,r. It is easy 
to see that this implies that %Yf + cpo. 0 
Next, we show completeness of the decomposition algorithm, i.e., if the input sen- 
tence was valid then there exists a valid output pair. 
Lemma 5.7. If %?f /= cpo then &‘:I /= u and s@ k p for some output pair (a, /I). 
Proof. Assume that gir k 3uoyo. Obviously, this implies that 
qlr k ~~l(~Ul,X, Yl,rn,(~l,~l,Z, > A ~w,z* Yl,Z2(W,~l,&)), 
i.e., %‘F satisfies the sentence that is obtained after Step 2 of the decomposition algo- 
rithm. Thus there exists an assignment v : V + Cl such that 
qlr k ~~l,X, Yl,X,(V(~l ),~l,C,) A %z* Yl,&(~(~l),~l,Z*). 
In Step 3 of the decomposition algorithm, we identify two shared variables u and 
u! of ~1 if, and only if, v(u) = v(u’). With this choice, 
glr t= 3%r, Y2,z,(V(~2),~1,x, )A ~w,s, Y2,&(4~2),qz,). (5.8) 
Here, as in the algorithm, ~2 denotes the set of shared variables that are used as rep- 
resentatives after variable identification. Accordingly, if p:= vo hl,* : V-+ C, denotes 
the corresponding assignment of elements of C2 to variables, then we have 
@ I= kr, Y2,Z,(PL(~2),Ul,& 1 A %,& Y2,&(A~2),Ul,&), (5.9) 
since h1,2 is an isomorphism. Moreover, because of the variable identification chosen 
above, 
all components of v(u2) and of p(u2) are distinct. (5.10) 
In Step 4, a variable u in u2 is labeled with Ci if v(u) belongs to a 1-fibre, or to a 
2-fibre with index 1. Equivalently we could demand that v(u) EX U (Cl \Zi ). Accord- 
ingly, a variable u in u2 is labeled with &, if v(u) belongs to a 2-fibre with index 2, 
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which means that v(u) E Zr\X. Note that this implies 
v(u) E Zi \X for all shared variables u with label C2, 
p(u) E Z, for all shared variables u with label Ci . 
(5.11) 
(5.12) 
Property (5.12) holds by definition of 2-fibres and of the isomorphism h1,2. 
For two shared variables u and u’ we define v < v’ iff v(v) < 1 v(d) where < 1 is 
the ordering on Ci introduced in Definition 4.17. Note that, by (4.18), v(v) < 1 v(v’) is 
equivalent to p(u) <UP. Now, let 
be the output pair that is obtained by these choices. Thus, in u1 wi . . . ukwk variables of 
~2 that are smaller with respect to < always precede larger variables, and the tuples V, 
(resp. wi) represent the blocks of variables of type C2 (resp. Cl). 
Let Xi :=v(u!) and ei := V(Wi) (1 <i<k). Note that the elements in the sequence 
Xi are atoms in Zi, by (5.11). We claim that the sequence xi,ei,. . . ,xk,ek satisfies 
Condition 2 of Lemma 3.30 for cp= 3ui,z, y2,z, and %;I. Part (a) of this condition 
is satisfied since (5.8) implies qizl k 3~ 1,~~ ~z,J,(v(u~),u~,J,). As an immediate con- 
sequence of (5.10) we obtain that Part (b) of the condition is satisfied as well. By 
(4.19) and the choice of <, Part (c) of the condition also holds. This shows that we 
can apply Lemma 3.30, which yields @I \I SI. Since xZ~’ is isomorphic to %?,“I, this 
implies &:I b a. Symmetrically it follows that J@ /= 8. El 
5.2. The general positive case 
The goal of this subsection is to show that the decomposition method introduced 
above can be extended such that it becomes possible to decide validity of general 
positive sentences in the free amalgamated product %?f = &!:I c% &p. The main idea is 
to transform positive sentences (with arbitrary quantifier prefix) into existential positive 
sentences by Skolemizing the universally quantified variables. At this step, all universal 
quantifiers of a given sentence cp in prenex form are removed. For each variable u that 
is universally quantified in cp, a Skolem term fJu) is introduced, where fU is a new 
uninterpreted function symbol and where v denotes the sequence of existential variables 
of cp that precede u in the quantifier prefix of cp. In the matrix of the new formula, 
all occurrences of u are replaced by fJu>. We are Skolemizing universally quantified 
variables since we are interested in validity of the sentence and not in satisfiability. 
In principle, the decomposition algorithm for positive sentences is now applied twice 
to decompose the input sentence into three positive sentences r, p,p, whose validity 
must respectively be decided in &‘?I, d-f2, and the absolutely free term algebra over 
the Skolem functions. 
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5.2.1. The extended decomposit&& algorithm 
The input is a positive sentence cpi in the mixed signature Ci U Cz. We assume that 
cpi is in prenex normalform, and that the matrix of rpi is in disjunctive normalform. 
The algorithm proceeds in two phases. 
Phase 1: Via Skolemization of universally quantified variables, cpi is transformed 
into an existential sentence cp{ over the signature Ci U & U r,. Here rt is the signature 
consisting of all the new Skolem function symbols that have been introduced. 
Suppose that qp’l is of the form 3ui( V yi,i), where the yl,i are conjunctions of atomic 
formulae. Obviously, 40; is equivalent to V(3ui ~i,~), and thus it is sufficient to decide 
validity of the sentences 3ui yi,i. Each of these sentences is used as input for the 
decomposition algorithm. 
The atomic formulae in yi,i may contain symbols from the two (disjoint) signatures 
Ci and C2 Uf’l. In Phase 1 we treat the sentences 3Uiyl,i by means of Steps l-5 of 
the decomposition algorithm, finally splitting them into positive Ci-sentences GI and 
positive (Cz U ri)-sentences 9.. Thus, the output of Phase 1 is a finite set of pairs 
(4 (P2 1. 
Phase 2: In the second phase, (~2 is treated exactly as rpi was treated before, ap- 
plying Skolemization to universally quantified variables and Steps l-5 of the decom- 
position algorithm a second time. Now we consider the two (disjoint) signatures & 
and r = ri U I”, where r, contains the Skolem functions that are introduced by the 
Skolemization step of Phase 2. We obtain output pairs of the form (B,p), where /? is 
a positive sentence over the signature C2 and p is a positive sentence over the signa- 
ture r. Together with the corresponding sentence a (over the signature Cl) we thus 
obtain triples (cc,B,p) as output. 
For each of these triples, the sentence a is now tested for validity in ~4:‘) /3 is 
tested for validity in &.., and p is tested for validity in the absolutely free term 
algebra Y(T,X) with countably many generators X, i.e., the free algebra over X for 
the class of all r-algebras. l5 We have seen that this structure is a quasi-free structure 
with atom set X (Examples 3.2(3)). 
5.2.2. Correctness of the extended decomposition algorithm 
We must show that the original sentence cp1 is valid iff for one of the output triples, 
all three components are valid in the respective structures. The proof depends on the 
following lemma, which exhibits an interesting connection between Skolemization and 
free amalgamation with an absolutely free algebra. 
Lemma 5.13. Let ~2; be a quasi-free structure with atom set X, and let y be a 
positive C-sentence. Suppose that the existential positive sentence y’ is obtained from 
y via Skolemization of the universally quantijied variables in y, introducing the set of 
Skolem function symbols r. Let s&‘~ r :=F(T,X) be the absolutely free term algebra 
I5 Note that r contains no predicate symbols 
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over r with generators X, and let cUr W, be the free amalgamated product of ~+‘f 
and &... Then &f + y if, and only zy, VfLJr k y’. 
Proof. In order to avoid notational overhead, we assume without loss of generality that 
existential and universal quantifiers alternate in y, l6 i.e., ‘/ = Vu1 3ul . . . v’uk3uk (p(z.41, ul, 
. . . , Uk, uk). Skolemization yields the existential formula ^J’ = 3ui . . . hk cp(fi, UI, fi(z;l ), 
uZ,...,fk(vl,..., Uk-_l ), uk). Thus, r consists of k distinct new Skolem functions j;, f;, 
. ) fk having the arities 0, 1,. . . , k - 1, respectively. 
First, assume that -QIf /= y. The structures & and %Yf are isomorphic by (4.11) and 
thus 
%?f +‘dui3v, . ..%.&%k p(u,,ul,..., uk,t&). (5.14) 
Suppose that the Skolem symbols fi, f2,. . . , fk are interpreted by the functions 
f;“l,...,f? on the carrier Ct of %Y,rur. Because of (5.14) there exists al E Cl such 
that grrur /=tbL23V2 . ..b.&$ (P(f,@,al,U2,U2,. .., Uk,uk). Iterating this argument, we 
obtain al,..., ak E Cl such that 
‘gFur ~cp(f~,a,,f~(al),a2,...,.f~(al,...,ak-,),ak). 
This yields 
‘efur + 301 . . .guk dfl, 01, fZ(u1 ), u2,. . , fk(ul> . . > ok-1 >, ok )> 
i.e., %?irur + y’. 
For the converse direction, assume that 
(@“r + 3v, ...guk ~(fl,~l,f2(~I),~2,...,fk(~l,...,~k~l),~k). 
There exist al,. , ak E Cl such that 
f@ur + cp(f~~‘,al,f2~(al),a2,. . . ,fk’(al,. . .,ak-l),ak), (5.15) 
where f,’ , . . . , fkwl again denote the fir nc ions on Ci that interpret the symbols fi, . . , fk t’ 
Our goal is to apply Lemma 3.30. Property (5.15) shows that the sequence 
f “,a1,f2”(al),a2 1 ,...,fk~(al,...,ak-,),ak 
satisfies part (a) of Condition 2 of Lemma 3.30. In order to show that part (b) is 
satisfied as well, we apply the isomorphism h1,2 to the elements h.“(a,, . ,ai_l ) of 
the sequence. Since %?l is the absolutely free term algebra, its carrier is the set of 
r-terms over the set (of variables) Z,, and thus the symbols fi interpret themselves. 
Consequently, we have h,d~‘)=fi, h1,2(fT(al))=f2(hl,2(al)),...,hl,2(fT(al,..., 
ak-1)) = fk(hl,2(al), . . . , h1,2(ak-l)), which implies that these are distinct non-atom 
elements of %Z{. By the definition of h 1,2, they belong to fibres with index 2, which are 
‘60bviously one can introduce additional quantifiers over variables not occurring in y to generate an 
equivalent formula of this form. 
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ofthe form {J;“I(ai ,..., ai_i),h(hr,~(ar) ,..., hl,z(ai_i))}. Since hi,2 is a bijection, and 
by the definition of fibres, we know that the elements A’, f:(q), . . . , f,“l(al,. . . , uk-_l) 
are distinct atoms of ??I. Thus, part (b) of Condition 2 of Lemma 3.30 holds. 
Consider a Vi -atom &@’ (ai , . . . , ui_ 1) and an element aj, where 1 <j d i - 1. In order 
to prove the remaining part (c) of Condition 2 of Lemma 3.30, we must show that 
A@ (a, , . . . , ui-1) @Stub? (uj). First, let us consider the situation where aj E Zi is an 
atom. Obviously, hr,x(Uj) and IzQ(~~(u~ ,... ,ui_1))=fi(hl,~(~l) ,...) hl,2(ui_1)) are 
distinct elements of C2. Hence, by (4.10), aj and fi”l(u 1, . . . , ai- 1) are distinct atoms, 
which yields fi”l(q ,...,ui_1)~Stub~(uj)={uj}. S econd, assume that aj E Cr\Zi is 
non-atomic. Then hi,z(aj) E Z2 and hi,z(aj) E Stubp(fi(hl,z(ul), . . . ,hl,z(ai_1))). Hence 
hl,2(“j) <2fif;:(hl,2(al),. . .) hl,2(ai-l)), by (4.19), and aj<if’(ai )...) ai_*), by (4.18). 
But then J’(ul,..., ai_i) $ StubT(uj), by (4.19). This completes the proof that Con- 
dition 2 of Lemma 3.30 is satisfied. 
Applying the lemma, we obtain 
Since y = kf’ul 3Vl . . . bk& q(Ul, 01 , . . . , uk, uk) is a pure C-formula, and since ~2: and 
Wf are isomorphic, this shows & k y. 0 
Correctness of the extended decomposition algorithm is an easy consequence of this 
lemma. 
Proposition 5.16. %~luc’ k cp1 if, and only if, th ere exists un output triple (a,/?,~) 
such that &‘:I k a, JAY b j3, and F(T,X) k p, w h ere r consists of the Skolem func- 
tions introduced in Phase 1 and 2 of the algorithm. 
Proof. As before, let “@” denote the free amalgamated product of two quasi-free 
structures, as constructed in Section 4.3. Assume that %?ir’u’r2 = &!:I @ J@ + (pl. By 
Lemma 5.13 and Theorem 4.34, this implies that (&‘;I @ XJ’~) @ r(Ti,X) cv dir1 @ 
(,Q22zz @ n~lx)) + cp;, where cpi is the formula obtained from cpi by Skolemization. 
Let 3uiyi be one of the disjuncts in cpi satisfied by &‘:I @ (_v@ @ Y(Ti,X)). Since the 
decomposition algorithm is correct, one of the output pairs (a, (~2) generated by apply- 
ing the decomposition algorithm to 3uiyi satisfies dfl b a and &p @ Y(Ti,X) /= (~2. 
Proposition 4.5 (applied for the case of two empty equational theories) implies 
that Y(Tr,X) @ Y(r2,X) II Y(ri U r2,X). Applying Lemma 5.13 and Theorem 4.34 
a second time, we obtain (~$2 @ Y(rl,X)) @ Y(T2,X) !x&.. @ Y(rl U r2,X) /= cpi, 
where ‘pi is the positive existential sentence that is obtained from (~2 via Skolemiza- 
tion. The decomposition algorithm, applied to cpi, thus yields an output pair (/?,p) at 
the end of Phase 2 such that &F /=/I and F(ri U I&X) b p. 
It is easy to see that all arguments used during this proof also apply in the other 
direction. 0 
The proposition shows that decidability of the positive theory of the free amalga- 
mated product dizI @ J$ can be reduced to decidability of the positive theories of 
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&;I, &p, and of an absolutely free term algebra Y(T,X). It is well-known that the 
whole first-order theory of absolutely free term algebras is decidable [28,27, 161. Thus, 
Theorem 5.1 follows immediately. In connection with the Theorems 4.34 and 4.30, the 
following generalization is obtained. 
Theorem 5.17. rf(&f’,X) ,..., (&3,X) are quasi-free structures over disjoint signat- 
ures, then the full positive theory of the free simultaneous amalgamated product 
&“I @ . . . @ xZ~,“~ is decidable, provided that the positive theories of all structures 
AZ@ are decidable (1 <i < n). 
6. Applicability of the combination method 
In addition to deriving some specific decidability results for combined structures, we 
will discuss the conditions under which our method is applicable. 
6.1. Free structures 
In Section 3.1, we have seen that a free structure is always free for some variety. In 
addition, the free structure in countably many generators is canonical for the positive 
theory of its variety. This yields the following specialization of Theorem 5.1. 
Theorem 6.1. Let V(G1) be a .X1-variety and V(G2) be a &-variety for disjoint 
signatures Cl and &. The positive theory of the (Cl U CZ)-variety V(Gl U G2) is 
decidable, provided that the positive theories of V(G1) and of V(G,) are decidable. 
Simple examples of free structures with a non-trivial relational part are (absolutely 
free) term algebras that are equipped with an ordering that is invariant under substitu- 
tion, such as the lexicographic path ordering or the subterm ordering. For our combina- 
tion result to apply, however, the positive theory of these structures must be decidable. 
For a total lexicographic path ordering, this is not the case. For the subterm ordering, 
the existential theory is decidable, but the full first-order theory is undecidable [ 171. 
Decidability of the positive theory is still an open problem. For partial lexicographic 
path orderings, even decidability of the existential theory is unknown. It should be 
noted, however, that these decidability and undecidability results refer to ground term 
algebras (i.e., absolutely free algebras with an empty set of generators). Since we are 
interested in free structures in countably many generators (see the discussion below), 
it is not quite clear how relevant the cited results are in our context. 
6.2. Deciding the full positive theory of quasi-free structures 
The prerequisite for combining constraint solvers with the help of our decomposition 
algorithms is that validity of arbitrary positive sentences is decidable in both compo- 
nents (see Theorem 5.1 and Theorem 5.2). If we leave the realm of free structures, not 
many results are known that show that the positive theory of a particular quasi-free 
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structure is decidable. For two of the quasi-free structures introduced in Examples 3.17, 
however, even the full first-order theory is known to be decidable: 
?? The first-order theory of the algebra of rational trees - like the theory of the algebra 
of finite trees - is decidable [27]. Maher considers ground tree algebras, but over 
possibly infinite signatures, which shows that his result can be lifted to the non- 
ground case by treating variables as constants. 
?? The first-order theory of the structure of rational feature trees with arity (as intro- 
duced in Examples 3.17) is decidable. The decidability result has been obtained for 
the ground structure by giving a complete axiomatization [8]. It is, however, easy to 
see that all axioms hold in the non-ground structure as well. Thus, the ground and 
the non-ground variant are elementary equivalent, which implies that the first-order 
theory of the non-ground structure is also decidable. 
In general, the problem of deciding validity of existential positive sentences and the 
problem of deciding validity of arbitrary positive sentences in a given structure can be 
quite different. For the case of quasi-free structures, however, the following variant of 
Lemma 3.30 shows that the difference is not drastic. The proof can be found in [7]. 
Lemma 6.2. Let (&‘,X) be a quasi-free structure with non-empty ground substruc- 
ture &$ (cf Definition 3.18), let 
vu*3u, . . . vukguk ~(ul,~l,...,uk,“k) 
be a positive C-sentence, and let, for all i, 1 <i < k, xi be an arbitrary (but fixed) 
sequence of length lui[ of distinct atoms such that distinct sequences xi and xj do 
not have common elements. Let Xl,i denote the set of all atoms occurring in the 
sequences Xl,. . , Xi (i = 1,. . . , k). Then the following conditions are equivalent: 
1. dZ /=vut3u 1 . ..vukguk (p(~I,“l,...,~k,~k), 
2. there exist el E SH~(XI,J), . . . ,ek E SHf(xl,k) such that 
d” ~d~l~%...~~k~ek)~ 
Looking at the second condition of the lemma, one sees that here the positive sen- 
tence of the first condition is replaced by an existential positive sentence where the 
universally quantified variables are substituted by atoms, and additional restrictions 
are imposed on the values of the existentially quantified variables. For this reason, it 
is often not hard to extend decision procedures for the existential positive theory of 
a quasi-free structure to a decision procedure for the full positive theory. For example, 
this way of proceeding can be used to prove that the positive theories of the four 
domains of nested, hereditarily finite well-founded or non-well-founded lists or sets (as 
introduced in Examples 3.17) are decidable (for the case of lists, see [7] for proofs). 
This implies the following decidability result for constraint solving in a combination 
of such domains. 
Corollary 6.3. Simultaneous free amalgamated products have a decidable positive 
theory, tf the components are non-ground rational feature structures with arity, finite 
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or rational tree algebras, or nested, hereditarily finite well-founded or non-well- 
founded sets, or nested, hereditarily jinite well-founded or non-well-founded lists, and 
if the signatures of the components are disjoint. 
6.3. Ground versus non-ground structures 
In the definition of quasi-free structures, a countably infinite set of atoms was 
required. It would, of course, be possible to generalize this definition to atom sets of 
arbitrary (finite or infinite) cardinality. For most of the combination results presented in 
this paper, however, the presence of a countably infinite number of atoms (“variables”) 
in the structures to be combined is an essential precondition. On the other hand, many 
constraint-based approaches consider ground structures as solution domains. In most 
cases, however, a corresponding non-ground structure containing the necessary atoms 
exists. Thus, our combination method can be applied to these non-ground variants. Of 
course, the combined structure obtained in this way is again non-ground. For existential 
positive formulae, however, it follows from Lemma 2.2 that validity in the non-ground 
combined structure is equivalent to validity in the ground substructure of the com- 
bined structure (cf. Definition 3.18). l7 This observation has the following interesting 
consequence. Even in cases where the (full) positive theory of a ground component 
structure is undecidable, our combination methods can be applied to show decidability 
of the existential positive theory even for the ground combined structure, provided 
that the (full) positive theories of the non-ground component structures are decidable. 
Our remark following Lemma 6.2 shows that decidability of the full positive theory 
of such a non-ground structure can sometimes be obtained by an easy modification of 
the decision method for the existential positive case. Free semigroups are an example 
for this situation: the positive theory of a free semigroup with a finite number n 3 2 of 
generators is undecidable, whereas the positive theory of the countably generated free 
semigroup (which corresponds to our non-ground case) is decidable [41]. 
7. Conclusions 
This paper provides an abstract framework for the combination of constraint lan- 
guages and constraint solvers. It combines and simplifies the results of [5,6], em- 
phasizing the role of universal algebra. The main questions that have been addressed 
are : 
1. How can we capture - in an abstract algebraic setting - our intuition of what 
a reasonable combined solution structure should satisfy? 
2. What are the essential algebraic and logical properties of free structures that 
?? allow for an explicit construction of the combined solution structure, and 
?? guarantee that the combination techniques for constraint solvers developed in 
unification theory can be applied? 
I7 It is trivial to see that there are homomorphisms between these two shuctures in both directions 
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3. Based on these insights, how can we define a more general class of interesting 
solution structures that behave like free structures with respect to combination? 
As a possible answer to the first question, we have introduced the notion of a 
“free amalgamated product”, which formalizes the intuitive idea of a most general 
combination of two given structures. For the case of free structures, the result of this 
algebraic construction coincides with what is obtained through the logical point of view: 
given two free structures defined by atomic theories Gi and G2, the free amalgamated 
product yields the free structure defined by Gi U Gz. 
As a result of analyzing the algebraic properties of free structures that are relevant 
in the combination context, we have introduced a more general class of structures - 
called quasi-free structures - that are equipped with structural properties that guarantee 
1. that the free amalgamated product of quasi-free structures over disjoint signatures 
always exists, and can be obtained by an explicit amalgamation construction, 
2. that validity of positive formulae in the free amalgamated product of quasi-free 
structures over disjoint signatures can be reduced to validity of positive formulae in 
the component structures with the help of the combination techniques developed in 
unification theory. 
This class seems to be a very natural extension of the class of free structures. As 
we have seen, quasi-free structures have nice algebraic properties. For example, they 
allow for strong and very useful concepts like stable hulls and stabilizers, which gen- 
eralize the notions of generated subalgebras and sets of variables occurring in a term. 
Moreover, the class of quasi-free structures contains many non-free structures that 
are used as solution domains in constraint solving. Hence, this class is an interest- 
ing object for further theoretical and practical studies. This claim is corroborated by 
the fact that a very similar class of structures has independently been introduced in 
[36,43] in order to characterize a maximal class of algebras where equation (and con- 
straint) solving essentially behaves like unification. The notion of a quasi-free structure 
can be considered as a sort-free version of the concepts that have been discussed 
in [36,43]. 
For the case of general quasi-free structures, it is interesting to compare the concrete 
combined solution domains that can be found in the literature with the combined 
domains obtained by our amalgamation construction. It turns out that there can be 
differences, if the elements of the components have a tree-like structure that allows for 
infinite paths (as in the examples of non-well-founded sets and rational trees). In these 
cases, frequently (see, e.g., [35, 151) a combined solution structure is chosen where an 
infinite number of “signature changes” may occur when following an infinite path in an 
element of the combined domain. To be more precise, in the framework of the explicit 
amalgamation construction this would mean that one may obtain an infinite chain when 
starting with an element a of one component, then taking an atom x of its stabilizer, 
in turn taking the element b of the other component that is fibred with x, taking 
an element y of its stabilizer, etc. In contrast, our amalgamation construction yields 
a combined structure where elements allow for a finite number of signature changes 
only, i.e., the process described above always terminates. This indicates that the free 
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amalgamated product, even if it exists, is not necessarily the only interesting combined 
domain. In [24] several interesting amalgamation constructions are investigated in more 
detail. In particular, an alternative combination called “rational amalgamation” has been 
introduced, and a new combination algorithm adapted to rational amalgamation has been 
given. 
In the free case, our results extend the combination results for unification algorithms 
in that we allow for predicate symbols other than equality. Combination of constraint 
solving techniques in the presence of such additional predicate symbols has indepen- 
dently been considered by Kirchner and Ringeissen [26]. Their approach is based on the 
more syntactic rewriting and abstraction techniques that have already been employed 
in the context of combining unification algorithms (see, e.g., [3, lo]). In particular, 
the interpretation of the predicate symbols in the combined structure is also defined 
with the help of these syntactic techniques. An advantage of this approach is that it is 
relatively easy to show that validity of atomic formulae (i.e., equations s = t or rela- 
tional formulae p[si , . . . , s,]) in the combined structure is decidable, provided that this 
problem is decidable for the single structures [26]. A disadvantage is that the com- 
bined structure is defined in a rather technical way, which means that it is not a priori 
clear what this definition means in an intuitive algebraic sense. Fortunately, it can be 
shown [9] that, for free structures, the combined structure defined in [26] coincides 
with our free amalgamated product, which provides this combined structure with an 
algebraic justification. 
Appendix 
Here we give the proofs for Lemma 3.28, Theorem 3.29, and Theorem 4.4. For 
convenience, we repeat the statements. 
Lemma 3.28. Let (98, Y) be a quasi-free structure. Let Z be an injinite subset oj’ Y, 
and let %‘I := SHF(Z). Then the following holds: 
1. (V’,Z) is quasi-free, and (#, Y) and (%?‘,Z) are qj?somorphic. 
2. For each c E C, we have Stab:(c) = Stab!(c). 
3. For each U & Z, SHf( U) = SHT( U). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.19, SPr = SHf( Y). Let ho : Y -+Z be a bijection between the two 
atom sets Y and Z. By Lemma 3.13, ho can be extended to an isomorphism his-c 
between gz and @r. In order to prove the first part of the lemma it remains to show 
that (gz,Z) is quasi-free. Let hC_8 := h&. We proceed in 4 steps. 
(1.1) In this first step we introduce a useful isomorphism between En& and End;. 
For m E En& let ml := hC_B o m o he-c. Obviously rnI E End;. We consider the map- 
ping 
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Since 
ml o rn; = hC_B o m o hs_c o hc_B o m’ o hB_c 
=hC_Bomom’ohs_c 
=(mom’)i, 
HL is a homomorphism between the monoids End; and End;. There exists a dual 
homomorphism HT : Ends -+ End; and it is easy to see that HJ o Ht is the identity 
on End:, and Ht o HL is the identity on End;. Thus, 
inverse to each other. 
(1.2) In the second step we show that Z is an atom 
a mapping. There is a corresponding mapping 
gy--B : Y + B : Y ++ hc-B(sz-c(ha-c(v))>.” 
both are isomorphisms that are 
set of Vz. Let gz-c : Z -+ C be 
Since (?P, Y) is quasi-free, there exists an extension gB__B of gr__B to an endomorphism 
of 9?r. Its image (g&s)J is an endomorphism of %r, and it is easy to see that this 
endomorphism extends gz_c. 
(1.3) Third, we show that every element c of C is stabilized by the set hB_c(Stabf 
(he-B(c))). Let ml and rn; be two endomorphisms of 9?r that coincide on hB_c(StabF 
(hC_B(c))). For y E StabF(hc_B(c)) we have 
m(Y) = hc-a(ml@B-c(Y))) 
= hc-B(m\(hB-c(Y))) = m’(v), 
which shows that m and m’ coincide on Stabf(hc_B(c)). Thus m and m’ coincide on 
hC_B(c). We obtain 
ml(C) = h-c(m(hc-B(c)>) 
= hs-&‘@c-B(c))) 
= m;(c). 
(1.4) Since Stabf(hc_B(c)) is a finite subset of Y, we know that the set hB_c(StabF 
(hc_B(c))) is a finite subset of Z. Thus, every element of C is stabilized by a finite 
subset of Z, which shows that (Q?z,Z) is quasi-free and completes the proof of the first 
part of the lemma. 
In order to prove the second part we show in (2.1) that Stab:(c) C Stab:(c), for 
all c E C. In (2.2) we show that Stab:(c) 2 Stab!(c), for all c E C. 
(2.1) Let m and m’ be two endomorphisms of 99’ that coincide on Stab:(c). Thus 
ml = hC_B o m ohs-c and ml = hc_B o m’ o hB_c coincide on the set hB_c(StabF(c)). 
Clearly Stab:(c)C C. The restriction &-_C of h&c to %?r is an endomorphism of 
‘*Recall that hB_c maps Y to Z. 
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%?I, and ml and rn\ coincide on &(Stab~(c)). Hence, by Lemma 3.23, rnI and ml 
coincide on &c(c) = As-c(c). But then 
m(c) = k-B(mJ(hB-C(c))) 
= k-B(m;(k-c(c))) 
= m’(c). 
It follows that Stab:(c) stabilizes c in 99’, which shows that Stub:(c) & Stab;(c). 
(2.2) Let ml and rn; be two endomorphisms of V’ that coincide on Stab:(c) (recall 
here that Stab:(c) C Z, by Lemma 3.22). Then m = h~_c o ml o ~c__B and m’ = hs_c o 
rn; o hC_-B coincide on hc_B(Stabf(c)). As an intermediate step we show 
(2.2.1) The mapping hC_B can be extended to an endomorphism xc_, of #. In 
fact, let hl : Y -+ B be any mapping that coincides with hC_-B on Z, and let &_B be the 
endomorphism of SFr that extends hl. Now hC--B and the restriction of &_, to G?Y’ are 
two homomorphisms from %?I to 99’” that coincide on Z. By Lemma 3.27 and part 1, 
i%?‘,Z) is quasi-free for 9?‘“. Now Lemma 3.25 shows that hC_B and the restriction of 
hC_-B to %Y’ are identical mappings. Hence &_B extends hC_B. 
We have seen that m and m’ coincide on &-B(Stabf(c)). By Lemma 3.23, m and 
m’ coincide on &-B(C) = hC_B(c). But then 
ml(c) = hs-c(m(k-B(c))) 
= hs-c(m’(k-s(c))) 
= m;(c). 
It follows that Stab:(c) stabilizes c in V’, which shows that Stab:(c) 2 Stab:(c). 
This concludes the proof of the second part of the lemma. 
To see that the third 





Iart holds as well, note that for U C: Z and b E B we know by 
(b) C U implies b E C. By Lemma 3.22 and part 2, 
Stab;(b) C U} 
Stab;(c) C U} 
Stab;(c) C U} 
). 
This completes the proof of Lemma 3.28. 0 
Theorem 3.29. Let (G’~,X) be a quusi-free structure. Then there exists a quasi-free 
superstructure (9’, Y) with the following properties: 
1. Y\X is infinite. 
2. Xc Y, and &’ = SHF(X). 
3. (,QZ~:,X) and (.@‘, Y) are qf-isomorphic. 
4. If X 2 Z G Y, and if %?’ = SHf(Z), then &’ = S@(X), and (,alz,X) and (gz,Z) 
are qf-isomorphic. 
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Proof. (1) In the first part of the proof, we define the structure @r. Let Xc be an infinite 
subset of X such that X\& is infinite, and let (&:,X0) = %$(XO) be the quasi-free 
substructure satisfying the properties stated in Lemma 3.28. Let ~A~__A : df -+ ~2’ be 
an isomorphism that extends a bijection between the atom sets Xa and X. 
As carrier of the superstructure to be constructed, we take an arbitrary countably 
infinite superset B of A such that B\A is infinite. Let Y be a subset of B such that 
1. X C Y and Y\X is infinite, 
2. YnA=x, 
3. the sets A\(Ao UX) and B\(AU Y) have the same cardinality. 
We extend /zA~__A to a bijection ~A__B : A --f B such that h~_s(X) = Y. This is possible 
because of our choice of h,+~ and of Y. In fact, by Lemma 3.19, A = A0 M (X\Xi) k~ 
(A\(Ao UX)) is a partitioning of A, and our assumptions ensure that B = A 69 (Y\X) kJ 
(B\(A U Y)) is a partitioning of B. In addition, both X\& and Y\X are countably 
infinite, and A\(Ao UX) and B\(A U Y) have the same cardinality by assumption. 
The bijection /ZA-_B and its inverse &__A := hi!s can be used to define a Z-structure 
@r on the carrier B as follows: Let f E C be an n-ary function symbol, and al,. . . , 
a,, E B. We define the interpretation of f in BZ by 
f&al,..., a,) := &-B(fX&4(ai ), . . . ~~I--A(~~))). 
Let p E C be an m-ary predicate symbol, and al,. . . , a,,, E B. We define the interpretation 
of p in .@r by 
PidW,..., %I :* p&k4(a1>,. . ., k4(&dl. 
Note that this definition is compatible with the given C-structure on A c B since ~A~-_A, 
i.e., the restriction of ~A__B to Ao, is a C-isomorphism. With this definition, the mapping 
hA_B becomes an isomorphism between the C-structures Br and dZ:, and hB_-A is the 
inverse isomorphism. 
For m E Ends, let m o3 := hB--A o m o hA_B. As in the proof of Lemma 3.28 we can 
show that the mapping m c+ m, is an isomorphism between the monoids Ends and 
End;. 
(2) In the second part of the proof we show that (W”, Y) is quasi-free. 
To this purpose, we show that Y is an atom set of a’. Let g&B : Y -+ B be a 
mapping. There is a corresponding mapping 
gx--A :X-+A :x~h~-A(SY-B(~A-B(X))). 
Since (&r,X) is quasi-free, there exists an extension g&_A of @__A to an endomor- 
phism of&r. Its image (gA__A)m is an endomorphisms of &?r, and it is easy to see that 
this endomorphism extends gr_s. Thus, Y is in fact an atom set of Br. For a given 
b E B is also straightforward to verify that the finite set hA_-B(Stubf(hB_A(b)) 5 Y 
stabilizes b. Thus we have shown that (@“, Y) is quasi-free. 
It remains to show that (Br, Y) has the properties stated in the theorem. We have 
seen that, by construction, Y\X is infinite and X C Y. Hence the first property is 
satisfied. 
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(3) In order to prove the second property, it remains to be shown that &‘I = SHF(X). 
We know that &t = SH$(Xc). 
First, assume that a EA. Since hi-s maps As bijectively onto A, there exists as E A0 
such that a = AA-~(Q). Now assume that the endomorphisms moo and m', of 99” coin- 
cide on X. It follows that m,m' coincide on X0. In fact, let x0 EXO. Then ~A__B(xo) E X. 
and thus 
m(x0) = h4mm(k&0))) 
= h--A(4m(k--B(x0))) 
= m’(x0). 
Thus, we know that m, m' coincide on &f = SH$(Xo). It follows that 





and thus we have proved a E SHf(X). 
Second, assume that a E SHf(X). We show that this implies that its image 
/z~_~(u)E SHf(Xo)=d~. Since the restriction of /ZA__B to A0 maps A0 onto A, 
it follows that a = hi-s(hs-_~(a)) E A. Thus, assume that the endomorphisms m,m' 
of .dz coincide on X0. It is easy to see that this implies that m,,m'w coincide on X, 
and thus they coincide on a E SHf(X). It follows that 
m(h4(u)) = &4(mda)) = h4(m’oo(u)) 
= m’(k4(a)), 
which proves &_~(a) E SHg(Xo). 
(4) The isomorphism ~A__B : d’ + 9i3’, which maps X to Y, shows that (&‘,X) and 
(!J?‘“, Y) are qf-isomorphic. 
(5) In order to verify the last statement, assume that 2 is a set with X C 2 C Y, 
and let g’:=SHF(Z). Above we have seen that &= SHF(X). It follows from 
Lemma 3.28, part 3, that SHf(X) = SHF(X), hence &’ = SHz(X). By Lemma 3.28, 
part 1, (.C+?‘,Y) and (%“,Z) are qf-isomorphic. As we have seen above, (&‘,X) and 
(@, Y) are qf-isomorphic. This implies that (&‘,X) and (Vz,Z) are qf-isomorphic. 
??
Finally, it remains to prove Theorem 4.4. This theorem is an immediate consequence 
of the following lemma (and its dual). 
aM ‘snyL +u!ppaqrua Supuodsano3 ayl aq (E ‘z = f) czg-,~y Ial put? ‘&g pub zig 30 
IDnpold paw_u&pxu~ aa.g ay$ alouap E&y 0 z$g =: E&g7 Ia7 ‘13 j qqM !z mwu~ys 
aq$ 30 uorun aql salouap fz ‘EZI 30 a3uanbasqns B s! [ 3! ‘Ianbas aq$ UI ‘Joo&j 
191~~01 (8661) MI amaw .wnduw pwa.may~ tzpps ‘0 x ‘qxnw ‘J 8SI 
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product of Lk$& and ?.#F. Since g? IS the free amalgamated product of gp and .@I?, 
there exists a unique homomorphism fBtF+ : 932 + 9zzi such that 
&-, = h;;--Bz, 0 fBt;_D (i = 2,3). (A.5) 
Because of our assumption Adm(L@' ,392, &IT ) 2 Adm(@' , &I? o g? ), we know that 
@12, E Adm(Bfl, 9?t2 o BF ). In addition, we have h2_-B, o gi:_D = hI_-Bz o gi:_D = 
hr A-& ’ h;;--Bz, o fBti'_D (the first identity holds because of (A.4) and the second be- 
cause of (A.5)). This shows that @lz7 with the embeddings gi,‘_D and fBiF_D is an 
amalgamated product of @I and gzz3. Since L?$$ 1s the free amalgamated product of 
C@fi and .%?c’, there exists a uniquz3homomorphism fBtityD : @',j ---t ~z~23 such that 
$?,I-D = h;;-B,23 0 fsf:;-o, (A.6) 
f;;?o = h;;;_-Biz; o$;:'o. (A.7) 
We must show that g& = hi;_B,2j o fBiiF_D for i = 1,2,3. For i = 1, this is just 
identity (A.6). For i = 2,3, we have hi,‘_B,Z3 o jif;;‘_D = hi,‘_Bz3 o hi$B,2, o fBi;flD = 
h;:-is,3 ofi&, =d;-o (the first identity holds by (A.3) the second by (A.7) and 
the third by (A.5)). 
It remains to be shown that fB~~~_D is unique with this property. Thus, assume that 
1113 
eB iz -D : @j‘ + .@123 is a homomorphism satisfying 
&, =h&-B,Z3 oei:$-D (i= 1,2,3). (A.8) 
The identity (A.8) together with (A.3) yields 
&-D = h;;& 0 h;;;-B,23 0 ei,&_D (i = 2,3 ). 
Since fB'tYD is the unique morphism satisfying (A.5) this implies 
.&$D = h$B,23 O ei$D. (A.9) 
Now, consider (A.8) for i = 1 and (A.9): Since fBti;::'D is the unique homomorphism 
satisfying (A.6) and (A.7) these two identities imply fB’;f3D = ei,‘:;lpD. 0 
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